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Summary
This thesis focuses on the existence of wild Cantor attractors of unimodal interval
maps. It was shown that unimodal interval maps with Fibonacci combinatorics
and high criticality have wild attractors by Bruin, Keller, Nowicki and van Strien
and the result was later generalized by Bruin to a so-called Fibonacci-like class of
maps. In this thesis, we provide new examples of unimodal interval maps which
possess wild attractors but are different from the class considered by Bruin. The
methods here include Real Koebe Principle, renormalization theory and absolutely
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One of the important facts about iteration of maps on the interval is that the situa-
tion is not trivial, for example, the famous theorem ”period 3 implies the existence
of periodic points of every period” which was proven by Sharkovskii in 1964 and
has been rediscovered by several authors [19]. This thesis concerns attractors of
unimodal interval maps.
Let M be a smooth compact manifold and let f : M →M be a continuous map.
Let fn = f ◦ · · · ◦ f denote the n-th iterate of f . The set {fn(x) : n ∈ N} is called
the orbit of x under the map f . The ω−limit set ω(x) is defined as
ω(x) = {y : ∃ni ↗∞ such that fni(x)→ y as i→∞}.
Following [60], we define a topological (resp. metric) attractor as a closed forward
invariant set A with the following properties:
(1) Rel(A) = {x : ω(x) = A} contains a residual subset of a non-empty open
subset of M (resp. Rel(A) has positive Lebesgue measure);
(2) for any forward invariant closed set A′ ⊂ A, Rel(A′) is of the first Baire
category (resp. Rel(A
′
) has zero Lebesgue measure).
1
2 Chapter 1. Introduction
A smooth interval map f : [0, 1] → [0, 1] is called non-flat if for any x ∈ [0, 1],
Dkf(x) 6= 0 for some k ≥ 1. Attractors of non-flat interval maps have been one of
the main objects in the theory of interval dynamics and studied by Guckenheimer,
Blokh, Lyubich, van Strien, Vargas, Martens, among others. See [75] for references.
In particular, a topological attractor A can be one of the following forms:
(a) A is a periodic orbit;
(b) A is equal to a finite union of intervals containing a critical point and f acts
as a topologically transitive map on this union of intervals;
(c) a solenoidal attractor. That is A = ω(c) where c is a critical point of f such
that f is infinitely renormalizable at c.
Recall that f is infinitely renormalizable at c if there exists a sequence of intervals In
containing c and positive integers s(n) → ∞ so that In, f(In), · · ·, f s(n)−1(In) have
disjoint interiors and f s(n)(In) ⊆ In. Note that if f is infinitely renormalizable, then
ω(c) = ∩n≥0 ∪s(n)−1k=0 fk(In) is a Cantor set with Lebesgue measure zero.
A topological attractor is also a metric attractor, but a metric attractor can be
of the following different form:
(c’) A is a Cantor set which coincides with ω(c) for some critical point c such that
f is not infinitely renormalizable at c.
A metric attractor of type (c’) fails to be a topological attractor and is often called
a wild attractor.
It was a difficult problem to determine whether a real quadratic map has a wild
attractor or not. In particular, the case of Fibonacci maps (see [60]) remained open
until the solution by Lyubich and Milnor in the major breakthrough [55] where the
idea of ‘generalized renormalization’ was developed and complex analytic method
played an essential role. The general case was given in [54]. See also [29]. A key
ingredient in the proof is to show fast decay of a certain sequence of nested intervals
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around the critical point. A purely real analytic proof of this fact was eventually
found in [69] which also works for unimodal maps with critical order in (1, 2]. (The
Fibonacci case was treated earlier in [34].)
On the other hand, in 1996, H. Bruin, G. Keller, T. Nowicki and S. van Strien
[10] showed that when ` is large enough, if the map x 7→ |x|` + c1 is of the Fibonacci
combinatorial type, then it does have a wild attractor ω(0). The proof was based on
careful analysis of the Cantor set ω(0), using the Yoccoz puzzle and a random walk
argument. In 1998, Bruin extended the last result to a larger class of unimodal maps
in [9]. The main result in the paper is as follows: Let f be a finitely renormalizable,
non-flat S-unimodal map having critical order ` <∞ and kneading map Q. Assume
that Q is eventually non-decreasing. If k−Q(k) is bounded, then f has a wild Cantor
attractor when the critical order is sufficiently large enough; else if limk→∞ k−Q(k) =
∞, then f has no wild Cantor attractor. As the Fibonacci case corresponds to
Q(k) = k − 2, Bruin called his class ’Fibonacci-like’.
However, in 2014, Li and Wang [50] described some combinatorial types which are
extended ’Fibonacci-like’ from the viewpoint of generalized renormalization but fails
to satisfy Bruin’s condition significantly: lim infk→∞Q(k) <∞. Li and Wang proved
that their ’Fibonacci-like’ maps have no absolutely continuous invariant probability
measure, but left the problem wild attractors wide open. The main result of this
thesis is that some of the maps in the Li-Wang class have wild attractors.
In the complex dynamics, the problem of existence of wild attractors is closely
related to the problem whether the Julia set has positive area. Recently, Buff and
Cheritat [16] that there exists complex quadratic polynomials z 7→ z2+c which have
Julia set of positive area. For their examples, rel(ω(0)) := {z ∈ C : ω(z) ⊂ ω(0)}
has positive area and is of the first Baire category (as the set is contained in the
Julia set which is compact and no-where dense). An earlier approach to Julia set
of positive area [76] using ideas close to [10] turns out to be inconclusive at the
moment.
Recently, Levin and Swiatek [39, 44, 45] studied the problem of existence of
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wild attractors for critical circle covering maps with Fibonacci combinatorics and
their finding makes the story even more interesting. In [45], they introduced a real
number ϑ(`) which is called drift such that it is positive if and only if wild Cantor
attractors exist. They proved that for circle covering maps, lim`→∞ ϑ(`) is a finite
number while for unimodal Fibonacci maps the limit is infinity as follows from [10].
This result shows clearly that generalization of the work [10] can be extremely tricky.
1.2 Statement of The Results
A C1 map f : [−1, 1] → [−1, 1] is called unimodal, if there exists a unique critical
point 0 such that Df(0) = 0 and Df(x) has different signs on the components of
[−1, 1] \ {0}. Let U denote the set of unimodal maps f : [−1, 1]→ [−1, 1] with the
following properties:
• f is C3 outside the critical point 0;
• all periodic points are hyperbolic repelling;
• the critical point 0 is non-flat, that is, there exist C3 local diffeomorphisms
ϕ and φ, defined on a neighbourhood of 0 with φ(0) = 0, ϕ(0) = f(0), and a real
number ` > 1 (called the order of the critical point 0), such that |ϕ−1◦f ◦φ(x)| = |x|`
holds when |x| is small.
For I ⊆ [−1, 1], let
D(I) = {x ∈ [−1, 1] : fk(x)(x) ∈ I for some k(x) ≥ 1}
be the return domain of I. The first entry map RI : D(I) → I is defined as
x 7→ fk(x)(x), where k(x) is the entry time of x into I, that is, the minimal positive
integer, such that fk(x)(x) ∈ I. The map RI |(D(I) ∩ I) is called the first return
map of I. An open interval I ⊆ [−1, 1] is called nice, if fn(∂I) ∩ I = ∅ holds for all
n ≥ 0. It is well known that the entry time is constant in any component of D(I).
Let f ∈ U and assume that the critical point 0 is recurrent and non-periodic. Let
q be the unique orientation-reversing fixed point of f and qˆ 6= q be the symmetric
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point of q; that is, f(qˆ) = f(q). Define I1 = (qˆ, q). Then I1 is a nice interval. Define
inductively a sequence of nice intervals
I1 ⊇ I2 ⊇ · · · ⊇ In ⊇ · · ·,
where In+1 is the return domain of In that contains 0. This is called the principal
nest starting from I1. Let S1 = 2 and for n ≥ 2 let Sn denote the return time of 0
to In−1 and let Jn denote the return domain of fSn(0) to In−1. In Li and Wang’s
work [50], they define generalized Fibonacci maps as follows: f is in the class W2m
if f ∈ U and satisfies the following:
(1) S1 = 2, S2 = 3;
(2) for each n ≥ 2, Jn 6= In and In−1 ∩ ω(0) ⊆ In ∪ Jn;
(3) for each n ≥ 2, 0 ∈ fSn(In);
(4) for each n ≥ 2 and 0 ≤ j < 2m, fSn+jSn−1(0) ∈ Jn ⊆ In−1. In particular, the
return time of Jn to In−1 is equal to Sn−1;
(5) for each n ≥ 2, Sn+1 = Sn + 2mSn−1.
It is well known that for each m ≥ 1 and each ` > 1, there is a unimodal map in
the class W2m, which has the form x 7→ (λ− 1)− λ|x|`. For example, we can follow
the strategy in [76]: we first construct a continuous unimodal map in the class W2m
and then use a ’full family’ argument to conclude the existence of a regular map
with the same combinatorics. For more details, see Appendix A. In Li and Wang’s
work [50], they showed for any m ≥ 1, maps in W2m do not belong to Bruin’s class.
Definition 1.1. A map f : U0 ∪ U1 → U is in the class G` if the following hold:
• U is an open interval and U0, U1 are disjoint open subintervals of U . 0 ∈ U0,
1 ∈ U1;
• The central branch f0 := f |U0 is a unimodal and even function, 0 is the only
critical point, f0(0) = 1. Moreover, there exists a C
3 diffeomorphism E from
a neighborhood of 0 onto U such that f0(x) = E(|x|`);
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• The outer right branch f1 := f |U1 is an orientation reversing C3 diffeomor-
phism onto U .
See Figure 2.1.
Definition 1.2. For any integer m ≥ 1, we say a map f ∈ G` has the combinatorial
type (2m + 1, 1), if 0 ∈ U0, f0(0) = 1, f1(1) = f1 ◦ f0(0) ∈ U1, · · ·, f 2m−11 (1) =
f 2m−11 ◦ f0(0) ∈ U1, and f 2m1 (1) = f 2m1 ◦ f0(0) ∈ U0. The set of such mappings will
be called G(2m+1,1)` . See Figure 2.3.
Remark. Given a unimodal map f ∈ W2m, a suitable rescaling of the first map
Rn : In+1 ∪ Jn+1 → In, n = 2, 3, . . ., is in the class G(2m+1,1)` . On the other hand,
given a map in G(2m+1,1)` , there exists a unimodal map in W2m with critical order `
such that the first return maps are the same as g up to scaling.
In Appendix B, we will show that the existence of fixed points of the renormal-
ization operator. More precisely, f in the following fact is the fixed point of the
renormalization operator.
Fact 1.1. For each integer m ≥ 1 and even integer ` ≥ 4, there exists exactly one
(real analytic) map f ∈ G(2m+1,1)` and a constant α ∈ (0, 1) such that its branches f0
and f1 satisfy the following:
• f0(0) = 1,
• f1(x) = α−1f0(αx),
• the fixed point equation holds for all x ∈ U0:
f0(x) = α
−1f 2m1 ◦ f0(αx).
• f0(x) = E(x`) with DE(0) 6= 0 and E(x) is in the Epstein class.
Main Theorem. For any integer m ≥ 2, there exists an integer `0(m) such that
for any even integer ` ≥ `0(m), if the map f is as in the Fact above, then the set
{x : fn(x) ∈ U0 ∪ U1 for all n ≥ 0} has a positive Lebesgue measure.
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Corollary. For any integer m ≥ 2, there exists an integer `0(m) and unimodal
maps in W2m with even critical order `, such that when ` ≥ `0(m), the set ω(0) is
wild Cantor attractors for such maps.
Remark. The case when m = 1 is totally different from the other cases when
m ≥ 2. The associated map, which will be defined in Chapter 2, with the
combinatorial type (3, 1) is different from the combinatorial type (2m+ 1, 1) with
m ≥ 2. When the combinatorial type is (3, 1), the associated map has precisely
three fixed points, one is repelling and the other two is attracting with the same
multiplier, which is similar to the Fibonacci circle maps [44]. For more details, see
Appendix C. However, when the combinatorial type is (2m+ 1, 1) with m ≥ 2, the
associated map has only two fixed points, one is attracting and the other one is
repelling. For more details, see Chapter 2.
1.3 Outline of Proof
Let us now give an outline of the proof of the main theorem.
In chapter 2, we study the maps in G(2m+1,1)` appearing in Fact 1.1. Analyzing
their topological properties, we use the Real Koebe principle to obtain an estimate
on the scaling factor α. This will allow us to show that the associated maps G` form
a precompact family of maps.
In chapter 3, considering the limit of the associate maps G` as `→∞, we obtain
estimation of the first and second order derivatives of the associated map at two
fixed points. When m ≥ 2, the second derivative of any limit map at its unique
fixed point does not vanish, which is the main difference between the combinatorial
type (3, 1) and (2m+ 1, 1) with m ≥ 2.
In chapter 4, we follow the idea in [44] and define a drift ϑ(`) for each ` large
enough. The definition involves the absolutely continuous invariant measure for
Markov maps. We show that the density of this absolutely continuous measure is
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bounded both from above and away from zero.
In chapter 5, we conclude the proof of the main theorem by showing that
lim`→+∞ ϑ(`) = +∞. In particular, when ` is large enough, ϑ(`) is positive which
implies the existence of wild attractors.
1.4 Discussion
In this paper, we pay attention to the existence of wild Cantor attractor for unimodal
interval maps in W2m, where m ≥ 2. In order to prove the main theorem, we prove
the Real Bound Theorem, construct an induced map from the fixed point equation,
and demonstrate the drift is positive when the even critical order ` is sufficiently
large enough.
Our study could be extended in many directions. First, using the method in the
thesis, we do not show the existence of wild attractors for unimodal interval maps
in W2. By similar considerations, we can define associated maps and induced maps
for unimodal maps with combinatorial type (3, 1), and the associated map is totally
different from others. However, the case is similar to the Fibonacci circle maps
which are considered in [44] and [45]. Second, in order to prove the Real Bound
Theorem, we use the cross ratio and Real Koebe Principle. The method is similar
to the unimodal Fibonacci maps which is in W2 and proven in [10]. However, when
we consider the unimodal maps in W2m+1 with m ≥ 1, we can not get the similar




In this chapter, we will introduce the fixed point equation and analyse the topological
properties of the solution of this equation. Cross ratio and Real Koebe Principle are
major tools that allow us to prove the Real Bound Theorem on the solution of the
fixed point equation.
2.1 The Fixed Point Equation
Let m ≥ 2 be an integer and ` ≥ 4 be an even integer. Let f ∈ G(2m+1,1)` , f0(x)
is the central branch of f with critical order ` ≥ 4 and f1(x) is the outer right
branch. See Figure 2.1. From the definition of G(2m+1,1)` , it follows that the first
return map on the interval U0 = (−u0, u0) has two branches: the outer branch f0,
the central branch f 2m1 ◦ f0 with critical point 0 and critical value α = α(f0, f1).
The renormalization operator R(2m+1,1) is defined as follows: the map R(2m+1,1)(f)
has also two branches. The central branch α−1f 2m1 ◦ f0(αx) has critical point 0 and
critical value 1, and the outer right branch α−1f0(αx) is an orientation reversing
map. Thus, if f is the fixed point of the renormalization operator R(2m+1,1), then
9
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f0(0) = 1, α ∈ (0, 1),
f0(x) = E(x
`), with DE(0) 6= 0 and even integer ` ≥ 4.
(2.1)




f 2m0 (αf0(αx)) on U
0 = (−u0, u0),
f0(0) = 1, α ∈ (0, 1),
f0(x) = E(x
































Figure 2.1: The Fixed Point f of R(2m+1,1)
Let z0 be the positive root of f0(x) = 0, i.e. f0(z0) = 0. Now, we induce the
other important map from the fixed point equation on [f0, f1]. Let
H(x) = |f0(|x|1/`)|`
for x > 0, one has the commutative diagram


























f 2m1 ◦ f0(αx) 1αf0(αx)
Figure 2.2: The Central Branch and Outer Branch of R(2m+1,1)(f)
[0, u`0]
x 7→|x|1/`−−−−−→ [0, u0]yH y|f0|
[0, H(u`0)]
x 7→|x|1/`−−−−−→ [0, |f0(u0)|]
From these assumptions, we get |f0(x)| = (H(x`)) 1` , α|f0(αx)| = α(H(α`x`)) 1` , and
|f 2m0 (x)| = (H2m(x`))
1
` . Hence,
H(x) = |f0(x 1` )|` =
∣∣∣∣ 1α2f 2m0 (αf0(αx 1` ))
∣∣∣∣` = 1α2`H2m(α`|f0(αx 1` )|`) = 1α2`H2m(α`H(α`x)).
Let τ = α−` > 1. Then the fixed point equation of H(x) is












0, u = u
`
0.
From the definition of H(x), we obtain that H(0) = 1, H(x0) = 0. H(x) is a
decreasing map on [0, x0] and an increasing map on [x0, u].









for all x ∈ [0, u] with τ > 1
H(0) = 1, H(x0) = 0,
H(x) = |E(x)|` with DE(0) 6= 0 and even integer ` ≥ 4.
(2.3)
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2.2 The Cross Ratio Tool and the Real Koebe
Principle
Let j ⊆ t be intervals and l, r be the components of t \ j. Then the cross ratio of






where | · | denotes the length of interval. Let f be a smooth function mapping t, l, j, r
onto T, L, J,R diffeomorphically. Then f : t→ T is injective and one defines



















It is well known that if Sf(x) < 0 on the interval t, then B(f, t, j) > 1, see [19].
We say t ⊇ j contains a τ−scaled neighbourhood of j, if |l| ≥ τ |j| and |r| ≥ τ |j|,
l and r be the left and right components of t \ j.
Proposition 2.1 (Minimum Principle). Let T = [a, b] and f : T → R be a map
with negative Schwarzian derivative and Df(x) 6= 0 for all x ∈ T . Then
|Df(x)| > min{|Df(a)|, |Df(b)|}, ∀x ∈ (a, b).
Proof. See Lemma II.6.1 in [19].
Proposition 2.2 (Real Koebe Principle). Assume f has negative Schwarzian deriva-
tive. The for any intervals j ⊆ t and any integer n ≥ 0 for which fn|t is a diffeomor-












for x, y ∈ j. Moreover,




2.3 Combinatorial Properties of the Map f0 13
Proof. See Theorem IV.1.2 in [19].
2.3 Combinatorial Properties of the Map f0




f 2m0 (αf0(αx)) on U
0,








on {x ≥ 0 : x 1` ∈ U0}




0 (αf0(αx)) = α ·
1
α




α2f0(x) = f0 ◦ g0(x) for all x ∈ [0, u0].











τ−2H(x) = H ◦G(x) for all x ∈ [0, u`0].
From the formula H(x) = (f0(x
1
` ))` and the definition of the associated maps, one
has G(x) = (g0(x
1
` ))` easily.
Lemma 2.3. The associated map g0(x) = f
2m−1
0 (αf0(αx)) = αf
2m−1
1 (f0(αx)) sat-
isfies the following properties:
(i) the domain of g0(x) can be extended from [0, u0] to [0, tˆ0], where 1 > tˆ0 > u0 >
0, such that the image of [0, tˆ0] under the map g0(x) is [αf
2m−1
1 (1), 1]. Moreover,
g0(x) is increasing on [0, tˆ0].

















































Figure 2.3: The Graph of f1(x)






























y = xg0(x) = f
2m−1
0 (αf0(αx))
Figure 2.4: The Graph of g0(x)
(ii) z0 is the attracting fixed point with multiplier α
2 of g0(x), and there is a
strictly repelling fixed point w0 ∈ (z0, tˆ0) of g0(x). Moreover, they are the only two
fixed points of g0(x) on [0, tˆ0].
Proof. (i) From the combinatorial property of f0 and f1, there exists tˆ0 > z0 such
that
[0, tˆ0]
x 7→αx−−−→ [0, αtˆ0] f0−−−→ [1, f0(αtˆ0)]
f2m−31−−−−→ [f 2m−31 (1), z0α ]
f1−−−→ [f 2m−21 (1), 0]
f1−−−→ [f 2m−11 (1), 1α ]
x 7→αx−−−→ [αf 2m−11 (1), 1]
this is the pullback of the interval [αf 2m−11 (1), 1] under the associated map g0(x) =
αf 2m−11 (f0(αx)), where tˆ0 is one of the pre-images of
1
α
f−10 ◦ f 2m−31 ( z0α ). From the
pullback, it is easy to see that z0 < f0(αtˆ0). Since f0(α) < z0 from the combinatorial
type, we get f0(α) < z0 < f0(αtˆ0), so α > αtˆ0 which is equivalent to tˆ0 < 1.
(ii) From the fixed point equation f0(x) = α
−2f0 ◦ g0(x), let x = z0, one has
0 = f0(z0) = α
−2f0 ◦ g0(z0), which implies g0(z0) = z0. That means z0 is a fixed
point of g0(x). Now, we begin to calculate the multiplier of g0(x). Since f(z0) = 0
and g0(z0) = z0, assume f0(x) = C(x − z0) + o(|x − z0|) and g0(x) = z0 + D(x −
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z0) + o(|x− z0|) with constants C,D, we get
α2f0(x) = α
2 · C(x− z0) + o(|x− z0|),
f0 ◦ g0(x) = C ·D(x− z0) + o(|x− z0|),
so we know z0 is an attracting fixed point of g0(x) with multiplier α
2 ∈ (0, 1). From
part (i), since g0(tˆ0) = 1 with tˆ0 < 1, there exists a fixed point w0 ∈ (z0, tˆ0) such
that there exist no fixed points of g0(x) in the interval (z0, w0).
Claim. There exists no fixed point of g0(x) on (w0, tˆ0). By contradiction, assume
there exists ξ ∈ (w0, tˆ0) such that g0(ξ) = ξ. There are three possibilities: Dg0(ξ) <
1, Dg0(ξ) = 1 or Dg0(ξ) > 1. All of them contradict the condition Sg0(x) ≤ 0
and the minimal principle, where Sg0(x) denotes the Schwarzian derivative of g0(x).
Hence, there exists no fixed point of g0(x) on (w0, tˆ0).















































Figure 2.5: The Proof of the Claim.
Proposition 2.4. The associated map G(x) has the following properties:
(i)The domain of G(x) can be extended to [0, tˆ] such that the image of [0, tˆ] under
the map G(x) is [G(0), 1]. Moreover, G(x) is increasing on [0, tˆ].







































Figure 2.6: The Graph of G(x)
(ii) There are only two fixed points of G(x) on [0, tˆ]. One is the attracting fixed
point x0 with multiplier α
2 ∈ (0, 1), and the attracting basin of x0 is [0, w). The
other one is the strictly repelling fixed point w ∈ (x0, tˆ), i.e. DG(w) > 1.
Proof. (i) From the commutative diagram, the assumption x0 = z
`






g0(x)−−−→ [g0(0), 1]yx 7→x` yx 7→x`
[0, tˆ]
G(x)−−−→ [G(0), 1]
the maximal monotone interval of G(x) is [0, tˆ], the image is [G(0), 1].
(ii) x0 and w are two fixed points of G(x). x0 is attracting and w is repelling.
Now, we begin to calculate the derivative of G(x) at x0. Assume DG(x0) = B > 0,
G(x + x0) = x0 + Bx + o(|x|). Since H(x) = |E(x)|` and H(x0) = 0, H(x + x0) =
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A|x|` + o(|x|`). This implies
H ◦G(x+ x0) = 1
τ 2
H(x+ x0)
H(x0 +Bx+ o(|x|)) = 1
τ 2
H(x+ x0)
AB`|x|` + o(|x|`) = 1
τ 2
(A|x|` + o(|x|`)).
From the identity, we know the equality B` = 1/τ 2. i.e. DG(x0) = B = τ
−2/` < 1.
Hence x0 is an attracting fixed point of G(x) with multiplier τ
−2/` < 1. From the
graph of G(x), [0, w) is in the attracting basin of x0 and w is the strictly repelling
fixed point of G(x). i.e. DG(w) > 1.
As in [39], we define the Epstein class as follows:
Definition 2.1. A diffeomorphism E from an interval T
′
onto another interval T
is said to be in the Epstein class if the inverse map E−1 : T → T ′ extends to a
univalent map E−1 : (C \ R) ∪ T → (C \ R) ∪ T ′ .
Lemma 2.5. For any fixed integer m ≥ 2, let f0 be the solution of the fixed point
equation with combinatorial type (2m + 1, 1) and even critical order ` ≥ 4. Then
f0 : (0, w0)→ (1,−∞) is a diffeomorphism, and E(x) can be extended to an interval
(tˆ1, w) ⊇ (0, w) with tˆ1 < 0, such that E : (tˆ1, w) → (α−2,−∞) is an orientation
reserving diffeomorphism in the Epstein class.
Proof. From the fixed point equation f0(x) = α
−2f0◦g0(x) on (0, u0) and g(w0) = w0,
we obtain w0 6∈ (0, u0). i.e. 0 < u0 < w0. Now, we want to extend the domain of the
map f0 to (0, w0). For any x ∈ (x0, w0), we can find n ≥ 0 such that gn0 (x) ∈ (x0, u0).
Then we can define f0(x) = α
−2nf0 ◦ gn0 (x). Clearly, n → ∞ as x → w0, i.e.
f0(x)→ −∞ as x→ w0. It follows that f0 : (0, w0)→ (1,−∞) is a diffeomorphism
and the fixed point equation f0(x) = α
−2f0 ◦ g0(x) holds on [0, w0).
Next, we want to extend the domain of E(x) to negative axis, so we need to
extend the domain of g0(x) and G(x) to negative axis such that their range is
2.4 Proof of Real Bound Theorem 19

















Since H(x) = (E(x))`, DE(0) 6= 0 and E(0) = 1, we have
DH(0) = ` · (E(0))`−1 ·DE(0) = ` ·DE(0) 6= 0.
Since H : (0, x0)→ (1, 0) is a diffeomorphism in the Epstein class and DH(0) 6= 0,






→ (H(τ−1tˆ1), 0) is a diffeomorphism in the
Epstein class, where H(τ−1tˆ1) is one of the pre-image of τx0 under the map H2m−21 .
i.e. H2m−21 ◦H(τ−1tˆ1) = τx0.
0 ∈ [tˆ1, tˆ]
x 7→x























H1−−−→ [0, τ ] x 7→
x
τ−−−→ [0, 1].




DH(Hj(τ−1)) ·DH(0) · τ−2 6= 0.
Hence, G : (tˆ1, w)→ (0, 1) is a diffeomorphism in the Epstein class. From the fixed
point equation, we know E(x) = α−2E ◦G(x) on [0, w). Define E(x) = α−2E ◦G(x)
on (tˆ1, w), that means E(x) can be extended to a diffeomorphism from (tˆ1, w) onto
(α−2,−∞).
2.4 Proof of Real Bound Theorem
First, we prove the lower bound of τ from Real Koebe Principle.
Lemma 2.6. For each even integer ` ≥ 4 and integer m ≥ 2, the inequality τ ≥ 2
holds.


















































































Figure 2.8: The Graph of f0 on [0, w0)


































y = xH(x) = |f0(|x|1/`)|`
Figure 2.9: The Graph of H on [0, w)
l j r
L J R
︷ ︸︸ ︷︷ ︸︸ ︷︷ ︸︸ ︷





























Figure 2.10: The Lower Bound of τ
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Proof. Let l = [tˆ1, 0], j = [0, H
2m−1(τ−1)], r = [H2m−1(τ−1), u], where u ∈ (x0, w) is
an arbitrary point. By the Real Koebe Principle, we have
|E(u)− τ 2` | · |1− τ− 2` |
|E(u)− τ− 2` | · |τ 2` − 1| ≥
|tˆ1 − u| · |H2m−1(τ−1)|





|τ−1 − 1| =
1
τ − 1 .
Since
|E(u)− τ 2` |
|E(u)− τ− 2` | = 1 +
|τ 2` − τ− 2` |
|E(u)− τ− 2` | ≤ O(u),
where O(u)→ 1 as u→ w, this implies O(u) · τ− 2` ≥ (τ − 1)−1. Let u→ w, we get
τ − 1 ≥ τ 2` ≥ 1. i.e. τ ≥ 2.
Second, we prove the upper bound of τ from the following lemmas.


























︷ ︸︸ ︷︷ ︸︸ ︷


















Figure 2.11: The Upper Bound of |DH(x)|






≤ |1− E(x)||x| ·
|τ 2` − E(x)|
|tˆ1 − x|
⇒ |DE(x)| ≤ |1− E(x)| · 1|x| ·
|τ 2` − E(x)|
|τ 2` − 1| .
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· τ 2` .
Moreover, it follows from H(x) = (E(x))` that

































· (ln τ)2 · τ 4` .






































· (ln τ)2 · τ 4` .
Theorem 2.9 (Real Bound Theorem). For any fixed combinatorial type (2m+1,1),
for all even integers ` ≥ 16m, there exist constants 1 < T1(m) < T2(m), which
depend only on m, such that τ ∈ (T1(m), T2(m)).
Proof. The existence of T1(m) is from Lemma 2.6. Now we begin to prove the
existence of T2(m). From the fixed point equation
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let x = 0, we get H2m(τ−1) = τ−2. Since H(x) = (E(x))`, DE(0) 6= 0, E(0) = 1, we
have DH(0) = ` · (E(0))`−1 ·DE(0) = ` ·DE(0) 6= 0 from the chain rule. Moreover,
























































It follows that there exists a positive constant T2(m) which depends only on m, such
that τ ≤ T2(m) for all ` ≥ 16m.
Corollary 2.10. For any sufficient large even integer ` ≥ `0(m), there exists a
constant K(m) > 1 which depends only on m such that the length of any interval















































Proof. The corollary can be derived from Real Koebe Principle and Real Bound
Theorem. First, all intervals are subsets of [0, 1], i.e. 1 is the upper bound of their









































f 2m−10 (α) z0
r
1
Figure 2.12: Arrangement of iteration of τ−1 under H(x)
length. Second, we only need to calculate the lower bound of these intervals in the
list.
Step 1: Let l = (tˆ1, 0), j = (0, H
2m−1(τ−1)), r = (H2m−1(τ−1), x0), from Real
Koebe Principle, we get |x0 − H2m−1(τ−1)|/|H2m−1(τ−1)| ≥ (C(m))−1 for some
constant C(m) > 1 which depends only on m, since 1 < T1(m) < τ < T2(m).
Moreover, since [0, τ−2] ⊂ [0, H2m−1(τ−1)], we obtain there exists a constant K(m) >
1 which depends only on m such that |x0 −H2m−1(τ−1)| ≥ (K(m))−1.
l j r
L J R
︷ ︸︸ ︷︷ ︸︸ ︷︷ ︸︸ ︷




















Figure 2.13: The Lower Bound of |x0 −H2m−1(τ−1)|
Step 2: Let two intervals I, I
′ ⊂ [τ− 2` , 1] and h(x) = x`. From Lagrange’s Mean
Value Theorem, there exist η1 ∈ I, η2 ∈ I ′ such that
|h(I)|/|I|
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and τ−2+
2
` ≤ (η1/η2)`−1 ≤ τ 2− 2` . That means there exists C1(m) > 1 such that
1
C1(m)
≤ |h(I)|/|I||h(I ′)|/|I ′ | ≤ C1(m)
for every I, I
′ ⊂ [τ− 2` , 1].
Step 3: From Real Koebe Principle, E(x) has a bounded distortion C2(m) > 1
on [0, H2m−1(τ−1)]. From Step 2, x 7→ x` has a bounded distortion C1(m) >
1 on [τ−
2
` , 1]. This implies H(x) = (E(x))` has bounded distortion C(m) on
[0, H2m−1(τ−1)], where the distortion C(m) > 1 depends only on m. Since τ−1 ≤
|H2m−1(τ−1)| ≤ 1, it implies |1 − τ−2|/|H2m−1(τ−1)| is bounded by (C3(m))−1 and
C3(m). From the bounded distortion and Lagrange’s Mean Value Theorem, it fol-









|H2j−1(τ−1)−H2j+1(τ−1)| with 1 ≤ j ≤ m− 1,
|1− τ−2|
|H2m−1(τ−1)| .
Step 4: Since 0 < τ−2 < τ−1x0 < H2m−2(τ−1), we get








from step 1 and the Real Bound Theorem. From step 3, it can imply that
|H2m−3(τ−1)−H2m−1(τ−1)| ≥ (C(m))−1,
|H2m−4(τ−1)−H2m−2(τ−1)| ≥ (C(m))−1, · · ·,
|H(τ−1)−H3(τ−1)| ≥ (C(m))−1,
|τ−1 −H2(τ−1)| ≥ (C(m))−1.
From the lower bound and upper bound of |H2m−2(τ−1)|, we get that |1−H2m−1(τ−1)|
has a lower bound (C(m))−1 and a upper bound C(m) > 1.
Step 5: Let l = (0, H2(τ−1)), j = (H2(τ−1), τ−1), r = (τ−1, H(τ−1)), from Real
Bound Theorem, |r| ≥ (C(m))−1|j|, which implies the lower bound of |τ−1−H(τ−1)|
is (C(m))−1.
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l j r
L J R
︷ ︸︸ ︷︷ ︸︸ ︷︷ ︸︸ ︷


















Figure 2.14: The Lower Bound of |τ−1 −H(τ−1)|
Corollary 2.11. For sufficiently large even integers ` ≥ `0(m), there exists a con-
stant K(m) > 1 which depends only on the combinatorial type (2m+ 1, 1) such that




























































































By the Real Bound Theorem 2.9, there exists a constant K2(m) > 1 which depends
























Using the similar method in the proof of previous lemma, we get H(x) = (E(x))`
has a bounded distortion on [0, H2m−1(τ−1)], so there exists a constant K1(m) > 1


















































































































































































Figure 2.16: Arrangement of Orbit w








































































))| with 1 ≤ j ≤ m− 2.
Since all of intervals in the statement of this lemma are contained in [τ−2, 1], the
length of them have the upper bound |1− τ−2| ≤ K(m) for some K(m) > 1. At the
same time, from the previous lemma,∣∣∣∣w −H2m−3(1τ H (wτ )
)∣∣∣∣ ≥ ∣∣∣∣x0 −H2m−1(1τ
)∣∣∣∣ ≥ 1C ′(m) .
for some constant C
′
(m) > 1. Therefore, there exists C
′′


































)∣∣∣∣ ≥ 1C ′′(m) ,
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)∣∣∣∣ ≥ 1C ′(m) .
Chapter3
The Limit Maps
In chapter 2, we have already given the definition of associated maps from the
solution of fixed point equations. In this chapter, we will apply the associated map
to improve the Real Bound Theorem and get the Taylor series of associated maps at
two fixed points. More precisely, Proposition 3.5 and Corollary 3.6 are main results
in this chapter.
3.1 The Limit Map G∞(x)
3.1.1 The upper bound of |w − x0| if ` is finite
Recall that H(x0) = 0 and H(w) = +∞. See Figure 2.9.
Lemma 3.1. For any sufficiently large even integer `, the equality









Proof. The first inequality x0 < w holds from the graph of H(x). Now, we begin
to prove the second inequality. For h : (a, b) → R which is a diffeomorphism from
31
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(a, b) onto its image, define
A(h, I) =
(|h(b)− h(a)|/|a− b|)2
|Dh(a)| · |Dh(b)| .
If h2(x) is a diffeomorphism on J and h1(x) is a diffeomorphism on h2(J), then from
























x 7→ x` r r
x0 w
Figure 3.1: The Composition of G(x)





















has non-positive Schwarzian derivative, we get






Since DG(x0) = α
2 and |DG(w)| > 1, the upper bound of the left hand side is
A(G, (x0, w)) =
1
|DG(x0)| · |DG(w)| ≤
1
α2
≤ 1 + C0(m)
`
,
where C0(m) > 0 is a constant which depends on m. From the definition of the
operator A, the right hand side is































Define a function h1(x) on (1,+∞) by
h1(x) =
(x` − 1)2
(x− 1)2 · x`−1 ,
3.1 The Limit Map G∞(x) 33
then on (1,+∞),
lnh1(x) = 2 ln(x
` − 1)− 2 ln(x− 1)− (`− 1) lnx.
By direct calculation,
D(lnh1(x)) =
(`− 1)(x`+1 − 1)− (`+ 1)(x` − x)
x(x− 1)(x` − 1) .
On (1,+∞), let
h2(x) = (`− 1)(x`+1 − 1)− (`+ 1)(x` − x),
so
Dh2(x) = (`+ 1)
(
(`− 1)x` − `x`−1 + 1) .
On (1,+∞), let
h3(x) = (`− 1)x` − `x`−1 + 1,
so
Dh3(x) = `(`− 1)(x− 1)x`−2 > 0.
Therefore, h3(x) > h3(1) = 0 on (1,+∞), this implies Dh2(x) > 0 on (1,+∞). We
get h2(x) > h2(1) = 0 on (1,+∞). Hence, lnh1(x) is an increasing function on
(1,+∞). Therefore, h1(x) is also increasing.













By contradiction, assume the inequality does not hold. That means there exists a






























































































































where we use the inequality on (0,+∞),
(ex − 1)2
ex
= ex + e−x − 2 ≥ x2 + 1
12
x4.








































However, the left hand side is less than 1 + C0(m)/`k, where C0(m) is a constant
which only depends on m. This is a contradiction when `k →∞. Hence, the claim




















3.1.2 The Case when the Degree `→∞
In Corollary 2.10, for any m ≥ 2, for sufficiently large even integers ` ≥ `0(m), there







∣∣∣∣ , |1− x0| ≤ K(m).
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From the definition of G(x), G(0) = H2m−1(τ−1), that means
1
K(m)
≤ |G(0)− x0| , |1− x0| ≤ K(m).
Therefore, the open interval (G(0), 1) contains a neighbourhood (x0 − δ(m), x0 +
δ(m)) of x0, where δ(m) > 0 depends only on m. Let J be an open interval and
CJ = J ∪H ∪H, where H and H denotes the upper half plane and lower half plane
respectively. Let G`(x), E`(x), τ` and x` denote the G(x), E(x), τ and x0 with
critical order ` respecitively. From above, we know E` : (0, x`) → (1, 0) is in the
Epstein class. Therefore, the diffeomorphism
G` : (0, tˆ`)→ (G`(0), 1)
is in the Epstein class. i.e.
G−1` : C(G`(0),1) → C(0,tˆ`)
are univalent functions for all sufficiently large even integers `. Since the open
interval (G`(0), 1) contains a neighbourhood (x0 − δ(m), x0 + δ(m)) of x0, and a
bounded sequence has a convergent subsequence, we can get
τ`k → τ∞,
x`k → x∞,
as `k →∞, therefore the set {G−1` : ` ≥ 4} is a normal family on D∗(x∞−δ(m), x∞+
δ(m)). Let G−1`k → G−1∞ on D∗(x∞ − δ(m), x∞ + δ(m)). From Lemma 3.1, we get
x∞ = w∞ and DG∞(x∞) = 1.
From above, w` is the strictly-repelling fixed point of G`(x). Therefore, by the
Wolff-Denjoy Theorem, every point in either half-plane is attracted to w` by the
iteration (G`)
−1, in particular, G` has no non-real fixed points. From Rouche´’s
Theorem, we get a = D2G∞(x∞) 6= 0. i.e. the Taylor series of G∞(x) at x∞ is
G∞(x) = x+ a(x− x∞)2 + o(|x− x∞|2)
with some constant a > 0. From these considerations, we get the following proposi-
tion.





























Figure 3.2: The Graph of G∞(x)
Proposition 3.2. The limit map G∞(x) satisfies the following properties:
(i) G∞(x) is increasing on (x∞ − δ(m), x∞ + δ(m)), where δ(m) > 0 depends
only on m.
(ii) The Taylor series of G∞(x) at x∞ is
G∞(x) = x+ a(x− x∞)2 + o(|x− x∞|2)
with some constant a = a(m) > 0 which depends only on m.
3.1.3 The Precise Estimation of |w − x0|
From Proposition 2.4 and Proposition 3.2, if ` is a sufficiently large even integer,
then the Taylor series of G(x) at x0 satisfies∣∣∣∣G(x)− [x0 + (1− λx0`
)
(x− x0) + ax0(x− x0)2
]∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(m) · |x− x0|3
with C(m)−1 ≤ λx0 , ax0 ≤ C(m) for some constant C(m) > 1 which depends only
on m.
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Proposition 3.3. For any integer m ≥ 2 and sufficiently large even integer `, there
exists a constant C(m) > 0 which depends only on m such that∣∣∣∣(w − x0)− λx0ax0`
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(m)`2 .
Proof. Since w is the other fixed point of G(x), i.e. G(w) = w, that means∣∣∣∣w − [x0 + (1− λx0`
)
(w − x0) + ax0(w − x0)2
]∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(m) · |w − x0|3
⇒
∣∣∣∣ λx0ax0` − (w − x0)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(m)ax0 · |w − x0|2,
We claim that the upper bound of (w − x0) is order of `−1. i.e. There exists some
constant C3(m) which depends only on m such that 0 < (w − x0) ≤ C3(m)`−1. If
(w−x0) ≤ λx0/(ax0`), then the upper bound is correct; else if (w−x0) > λx0/(ax0`),
then from the previous inequality, it follows that
(w − x0)2 − ax0
C(m)















for sufficiently large even integer `. Therefore, we distinguish two cases:
















From Lemma 3.1, we have (w−x0) ≤ `− 14 for sufficiently large even integer `, which
implies the first case is not correct. From the second inequality, there exists some
constant C3(m) such that (w − x0) ≤ C3(m)`−1. The proof of the claim is finished.
Hence, ∣∣∣∣ λx0ax0` − (w − x0)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(m)ax0 · |w − x0|2
⇒
∣∣∣∣(w − x0)− λx0ax0`
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C ′(m) · (w − x0)2 ≤ C ′′(m)`2




(m) > 0 which depend only on m.
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Corollary 3.4. For sufficiently large even integers ` ≥ `0(m), there exists a constant
K(m) > 1 which depends only on the combinatorial type (2m + 1, 1) such that the











































































Proof. From Corollary 2.11 and Proposition 3.3, it follows from the corollary imme-
diately.
3.2 The Taylor Series of G(x) at x0 and w
Proposition 3.5. The Taylor series of G(x) at x0 and w satisfy∣∣∣∣G(x)− [x0 + (1− λx0` )(x− x0) + ax0(x− x0)2
]∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(m) · |x− x0|3,∣∣∣∣G(x)− [w + (1 + λw` )(x− w) + aw(x− w)2
]∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(m) · |x− w|3
respectively. The coefficients satisfy the following properties:
1
C(m)
≤ λw, λx0 , ax0 , aw ≤ C(m),




where C(m) > 1 is a constant which depends only on m.
Proof. From Proposition 3.2, one has the Taylor series of G(x) at x0 is∣∣∣∣G(x)− [x0 + (1− λx0` )(x− x0) + ax0(x− x0)2
]∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(m) · |x− x0|3
with C(m)−1 ≤ λx0 , ax0 ≤ C(m), |bx0 | ≤ C(m) for some constant C(m) > 1. From
the distance between w and x0, one has
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Here O(`−2) means there exists C ′(m) > 1 such that∣∣∣∣w − x0 − λx0ax0`
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C ′(m)`2 ,
where C ′(m) > 1 depends only on m. It implies











G(x) = x0 + (1− λx0
`












































(x− w)2 +O(|x− w|3)
= w + (1 +
λw
`
)(x− w) + aw(x− w)2 +O(|x− w|3).






(x− w) + cw,2(x− w)2
)∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(m) · |x− w|3
The coefficients satisfy the following properties:




where C(m) > 0 is a constant which depends only on m.
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That means there exists a constant C(m) > 0 such that |cw,2 + aw| ≤ C(m)`−1.
Chapter4
Induced Dynamics and Drift
In this chapter, we will construct an induced map from the fixed point equation and
study a concept called drift which is closely related to the existence of wild Cantor
attractors for unimodal maps and circle maps. From the definition of the drift, it
follows Lemma 4.4 to the existence of wild Cantor attractors for unimodal maps in
W2m with m ≥ 2, and Proposition 4.6 is a preparation of the main result of the
thesis.
4.1 Induced Dynamics and Its Properties
The construction of the induced map is similar to [45]. For every even integer
` ≥ 4, let J = (w
τ
, w) be an induced domain. From Figure 2.9, it is easy to see
that H : (w
τ





, 0) is an orientation reserving diffeomorphism and H :
(x0, w)→ (0,+∞) is an orientation preserving diffeomorphism.











is defined with the exception of countably many points and in the form
F(x) = τ−M(x)H(x)
41
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Let vk ∈ [H2m−2( 1τH(wτ )), x0] be such that H(vk) = τ−kw for all non-negative
integers k ≥ 0 and ξk ∈ (x0, w) be such that H(ξk) = τ−kw for all integers k ∈ Z.
The functionM(x) takes values 1, 0,−1,−2, · · · on (w
τ























Figure 4.1: The Position of vk and ξk
Definition 4.2. Let N be a compact interval. A C1 map F : N → N is called
Markov if there exists a finite or countable family Ii of disjoint open intervals in N
such that
(a) N \ ∪iIi has Lebesgue measure zero and there exist C > 0 and γ > 0 such
that for each n ∈ N and each interval I such that F j(I) is contained in one of the
intervals Ii for each j = 0, 1, ..., n one has∣∣∣∣DFn(x)DFn(y) − 1
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C · |Fn(x)−Fn(y)|γ for all x, y ∈ I;
(b) if F(Ik) ∩ Ij 6= ∅, then F(Ik) ⊇ Ij;
(c) there exists r > 0 such that |F(Ii)| ≥ r for each i.















































































































Figure 4.2: Induced Map F(x)
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M(x) = 0 and F(x) = H(x);
On (vn+1, vn) for all n ≥ 1, we have M(x) = −n and F(x) = τnH(x); On (ξn+1, ξn)
for all n ∈ Z, we have M(x) = −n and F(x) = τnH(x).
Part (a). The method is similar to Levin and Swiatek’s work [45]. Now we will
talk about inverse branches of F . Let
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be the inverse branch of F|(ξj+1,ξj), where j ∈ Z. Claim. The maximal diffeomorphic
domains of ψ+−j and ψ
−
−n contain at least the interval (0, τ), where j ≥ −1 and
n ∈ Z. In Chapter 2, we have already shown that E : (tˆ1, w) → (α−2,−∞) is
a diffeomorphism in the Epstein class. Since H(x) = (E(x))`, H : (tˆ1, x0) →
(τ 2, 0) and H : (x0, w) → (0,+∞) are diffeomorphisms. i.e. The inverse branches
H−1 : (τ 2, 0) → (tˆ1, x0) and H−1 : (0,+∞) → (x0, w) are well-defined. Therefore,
the maximal diffeomorphic domain of the map ψ+1 (x) = H











))) is (τ, 0). The maximal diffeomorphic domain of the map ψ+0 (x)
is (τ 2, 0). The maximal diffeomorphic domain of the map ψ+−j(x) is (τ
2+j, 0), where
j ≥ 1. The maximal diffeomorphic domain of the map ψ−−j(x) is (0,+∞). From
above, we know all ψ˜ have univalent continuation to C(0,τ) = C\{x ∈ R : x /∈ (0, τ)}.
By Koebe’s lemma, we get∣∣∣∣∣Dψ˜(x)Dψ˜(y) − 1
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ K1(m) · |x− y|,
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where 3 ≤ j ≤ m,
































for all n ≥ 1,





for all n ∈ Z.
Part (c). From Corollary 3.4, it is obvious.
Now, we introduce the Perron-Frobenius operator from the induced map F(x).
Starting with the constant density function ρ0(x) ≡ 1w−w
τ
on the interval (w
τ
, w),
assume we have defined a density function ρn, then define ρn+1(x) as below:





This operator P , which takes one density function to another density function, is
called the Perron-Frobenius operator. As usual, let λ be the Lebesgue measure on
N . We may assume that λ is a probability measure, i.e., λ(N) = 1. Usually, we will
denote the Lebesgue measure of a Borel set A by |A|.
Theorem 4.2. Let F : N → N be a Markov map and let ∪iIi be corresponding
partition. Then there exists a F−invariant probability measure µ on the Borel sets
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of N which is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure λ. This
measure satisfies the following properties:
(a) its density dµ
dλ
is uniformly bounded and Ho˝lder continuous. Moreover, for
each i the density is either zero on Ii or uniformly bounded away from zero.
If for every i and j one has Fn(Ij) ⊇ Ii for some n ≥ 1 then
(b) the measure is unique and its density dµ
dλ
is strictly positive;
(c) F is exact with respect to µ;
(d) limn→∞ |F−n(A)| = µ(A) for every Borel set A ⊆ N .
If F(Ii) = N for each interval Ii, then
(e) the density of µ is also uniformly bounded from below.
Proof. See Theorem V.2.2 in [19].
Proposition 4.3. For the induced map F(x), there exists a F−invariant probability
measure µ with a density function ρ∗(x). Moreover, there exists a constant K(m) > 1
which depends only on the combinatorial type (2m+ 1, 1) such that
1
K(m)
≤ ρ∗(x) ≤ K(m)


















Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem V.2.2 in [19]. From Theorem 4.2,
there exists a constant K1(m) > 1 such that the density function ρ
∗(x) of measure
µ satisfies ρ∗(x) ≤ K1(m) for all x ∈ (τ−1w,w). On each interval Ii, ρ∗(x) has the
uniformly lower bound. Now, we want to prove that ρ∗(x) has the uniformly lower
bound on the whole interval (τ−1w,w). Claim. There exists a constant K2(m) > 1
which depends only on m such that
|ρ∗(y)− ρ∗(z)| ≤ K2(m) · ρ∗(y) · |y − z|
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)), w). Let A be the partition of the interval J =
(τ−1w,w) as drawn in the graph of induced map F(x). We denote An = ∨n−1k=0F−kA
for all integer n ≥ 1. From the definition of F(x), let I ∈ A1, I ∩ F−1(y) 6= ∅ ⇔
I ∩ F−1(z) 6= ∅. This implies for each I ∈ An+1, F−n(y) ∩ I contains at most one





2, · · · in F−n(y) and z′1, z′2, · · · in F−n(z) so that y′k, z′k are both contained in the
















From the definition, it follows that for all n ≥ 1,
|ρn(y)− ρn(z)| ≤ 1|w − w
τ
|
∑∣∣∣∣ 1DFn(y′k) − 1DFn(z′k)
∣∣∣∣























·K2(m) · |y − z| = K2(m) · ρn(y) · |y − z|
for some constant K2(m) > 1. Therefore,











(K2(m) · ρn(y) · |y − z|) = K2(m) · ρ∗(y) · |y − z|




)), w). The proof of the claim is finished. Using the same
method, we can get the following fact. If y and z are in the same interval as below,
then
|ρ∗(y)− ρ∗(z)| ≤ K2(m) · ρ∗(y) · |y − z|.










































































































































ρ∗(x) ≤ ρ∗(H(x)) · |DH(x)| ≤ C2(m) · .
















with 0 ≤ j ≤ 2m− 4,
ρ∗(x) ≤ C ′(m) · ,
where C
′


































ρ∗(x′) ≤ ρ∗(F(x′)) · |DF(x′)| = ρ∗(F(x′)) · |DH(x′)| ≤ C ′′(m) · ,
















for constant C ′′′(m) > 0.
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ρ∗(x) ≤ C(m) · ,









∣∣∣ ≤ C(m) · ,











































such that F(x′) = x, so








for some constant K(m) > 1, which depends only on m.
4.2 The Drift
The definition of drift is from Levin and Swiatek’s work [45]. At the beginning
of this chapter, we have already defined the interval J = (τ−1w,w) and the tower
T : ∪n∈ZJ → R can be defined as T |τ−nJ = τ−n◦H◦τn. Recall the induced dynamics
F : J → J is defined with the exception of countably many points and in the form
F(x) = τ−M(x)H(x) where M(x) is the unique integer for which τ−M(x)H(x) ∈ J .
In other words,M(x) = −k(H(x)) where k(x) = −n for x ∈ τ−nJ and n ∈ Z. Note
that the drift function M(x) is unbounded:
inf
x∈J
M(x) = −∞, sup
x∈J
M(x) = +∞,
and M(x) ∈ Lp(J) for every p > 0. From Proposition 4.3, the map F : J → J has
a unique invariant probability measure µ on J which is absolutely continuous with
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respect to the Lebesgue measure and has the density function is ρ∗(x). Then we can
define the drift as follows:
Definition 4.3. The induced map F(x) and the functionM(x) are defined as above.










Lemma 4.4. If ϑ(`) > 0, then there exists a set X in the domain of H(x) with
positive Lebesgue measure such that every element in X is in the basin of attraction
of the orbit of 0.
Proof. The proof is from Levin and Swiatek’s work [45]. Since F(x) is ergodic, by















M(F i(x)) = k(T n(x)), n = 0, 1, · · ·.
If ϑ(`) > 0, then for Lebesgue almost every point x, T n(x) → 0 as n → ∞. It
follows that there is a set X with positive Lebesgue measure in the domain of H(x)
such that for every x ∈ X all forward iterates T n(x) do not leave the domain and
T n(x) → 0. Every such x must be in the basin of attraction of the orbit of 0 of
the map H(x). The proof uses the fact that T |τ−nJ(0) = τ−n ∈ τ−nJ for all n ≥ 0.
Therefore, the set X belongs to the basin of attraction of the orbit of 0.
Lemma 4.5. Let G(x) be the associated map as defined in Chapter 3. vk and ξk
are defined in the construction of induced map F(x). See Figure 4.1. Then
G(vk) = vk+2 for all k ≥ 0,
G(ξk) = ξk+2 for all k ∈ Z.
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Proof. Let vk ∈ [H2m−2(τ−1H(τ−1w)), x0] be H(vk) = τ−kw for all non-negative
integers k ≥ 0, and ξk ∈ (x0, w) be H(ξk) = τ−kw for all integers k ∈ Z. From the












H(ξk) = H ◦G(ξk)⇒ G(ξk) = ξk+2 for all k ∈ Z.
Proposition 4.6. For all sufficiently large even integers ` ≥ 4, there exists a con-

























































































































































Proof of the Main Theorem
In this chapter, we will show the drift ϑ(`) > 0 when the even critical order ` is
sufficiently large enough. The summation of some iteration series plays a crucial
role in Proposition 4.6, so we will show how to calculate the summation of these
series in order to prove the existence of wild Cantor attractors for unimodal maps
in W2m, where m ≥ 2.
5.1 Method of Iteration Functions
Proposition 5.1. Assume f(x) is a C3 function on [0, a], where a > 0 and 0 is
the attracting fixed point of f(x), i.e. 0 < Df(0) < 1. f(x) = x − g(x) with
g(x) > 0 on (0, a). Assume x0 ∈ (0, a) is the initial point of the iteration of f , and


























































Proof. From these assumptions in the proposition, we obtain a decreasing sequence
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0 < · · · < xn < xn−1 < · · · < x0. The first inequality: from xn = f(xn−1) =




































































































































































∣∣∣∣2θ · g(θ)− θ2 ·Dg(θ)(g(θ))2
∣∣∣∣ dθdx.
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Now, we have already proven these three inequalities.
5.1.1 The Function Φ(x)
In this section, we plan to prove Lemma 5.3, which describes the lower bound and
upper bound of the summation
∑∞
n=1 |x0−Gn(v1)|. Define functions Φ(x) and φ(x)
as follows: Φ(x) = x0 −G(x0 − x) = x− φ(x), i.e. φ(x) = x− x0 +G(x0 − x). Let
φ1(x) be the order 2 Taylor expansion of φ(x). From Proposition 3.5, the Taylor
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series of G(x) at x0, we obtain∣∣∣∣Φ(x)− ((1− λx0` )x− ax0x2
)∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(m) · |x|3,∣∣∣∣φ(x)− (λx0` x+ ax0x2













where t0 = x0 − v1 > 0 is a real number which depends only on m. For simplicity,
let tn = Φ
n(t0) for all n ≥ 1.
Lemma 5.2. There exists a constant C1(m) > 1 which depends only on m such that∣∣∣∣x ·Dφ(x)φ(x)
∣∣∣∣ , ∣∣∣∣ xΦ(x)
∣∣∣∣ , |D2φ(x)| ≤ C1(m) for all x ∈ (0, t0).













x · (1−DG(x0 − x))


















D2φ(x) = 2ax0 .
That means there exists a constant C
′
(m) > 1 such that∣∣∣∣x ·Dφ(x)φ(x)
∣∣∣∣ , ∣∣∣∣ xΦ(x)
∣∣∣∣ , |D2φ(x)| ≤ C ′(m) for all x ∈ (0, t0).
If θ ∈ (tn, tn−1) for some n ≥ 1, then















(m) · ln tn−1
Φ(tn−1)
≤ C1(m),
where C1(m) depends only on m.
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Φn(t0) ≤ C(m) ln `
for some constant C(m) > 1. This implies
∞∑
n=0
(x0 −Gn(v1)) ≥ ln `
C(m)
.
Proof. For simplicity, let tn = Φ
n(t0) for all n ≥ 0. From Proposition 5.1, we
need to estimate an upper bound of |θ ·Dφ(θ)− φ(θ)|/|φ(θ)|2. From Lemma 5.2, if


























































for some constant C(m) > 0, since the identity tn−1 − tn = φ(tn−1) for all n ≥ 1.















for some constant C
′
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there exists a constant C
′















Φn(t0) ≤ C(m) ln `
for some constant C(m) > 1 which depends only on m.


























Proof. It follows from Lemma 5.2 that if θ ∈ (tn, tn−1), then



















































for some constant C(m) > 0.
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where C
′








































1dx ≤ C ′(m)
for some constant C
′




2 ≤ C(m) for some constant
C(m) > 0.
5.1.2 The Function Ψ(x)
Lemma 5.5. For all suffiently large even integers `, there exists a universal constant
δ
′
> 0 such that |w − x0| ≥ (1 + δ′) · |ξ0 − x0|. See Figure 4.1. Moreover,




for some universal constant δ > 0.
r r r r















` 0 −w0 −∞︸ ︷︷ ︸︸ ︷︷ ︸︸ ︷︷ ︸




Figure 5.1: The Length of |ξ0 − x0|
Proof. Let l = (v
1
`
0 , z0), j = (z0, ξ
1
`
0 ), r = (ξ
1
`
0 , w0), by the Real Koebe Principle,
|w 1` − ξ
1
`






0 |, and the image T = (w
1
` ,−∞) contains 1−scaled
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neighbourhood of J = (0,−w
1
`
















By Lagrange’s Mean Value Theorem, for all x > 0, one has
x
` · (1 + x)1− 1` ≤ (1 + x)
1














































(ξ0 − x0) ≤ 3
4

























for sufficiently large even integers `, since ξ0/x0 ≤ w/x0 ≤ 1+ C(m)` from the distance
between x0 and w. From Proposition 3.3, we have already known the estimation of
|w − x0|, therefore we can get the lemma directly.
Define functions Ψ(x) and ψ(x) as follows: Ψ(x) = G(x + x0)− x0 = x− ψ(x).
Let ψ1(x) be the order 2 Taylor expansion of ψ(x). From Proposition 3.5, the Taylor
series of G(x) at x0, we get∣∣∣∣Ψ(x)− ((1− λx0` )x+ ax0x2
)∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(m) · |x|3,∣∣∣∣ψ(x)− (λx0` x− ax0x2





The initial point xˆ0 is defined as xˆ0 = ξ0 − x0 ∈ (0, 11+δ ·
λx0
ax0`
) for some universal
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where xˆn = Ψ



































































· xˆ0 ≤ C(m)
`
.
The second inequality: making the substitution x =
λx0
ax0`








































































1− x1dx1 ≤ C
′
(m)
for some constant C
′
(m) > 0, hence
∑∞
n=0 Ψ
n(xˆ0) ≤ C(m) for some constant
C(m) > 0.
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2 ≤ C(m) · `−1.

















|2θ · ψ(θ)− θ2 ·Dψ(θ)|
(ψ(θ))2
dθdx,
where xˆn = Ψ
n(xˆ0) for all n ≥ 0. If θ ∈ (xˆn, xˆn−1), then



























































































































































for some constant C
′




2 ≤ C(m) ·`−1 for some constant
C(m) > 1.
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5.1.3 The Length of |ξ0 − x0|
Recall the position of ξ0 and x0 is drawn in Figure 4.2.
Lemma 5.8. There exists a constant C(m) > 0 which depends only on m such that∣∣∣∣|ξ0 − x0| − λx02ax0`
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(m) · ln(`)`2 .
Proof. Step 1: There exists a constant C
′









∣∣∣∣ ≤ C ′(m) · ln(`)
for all n ≥ 0, where∣∣∣∣φ(x)− (λx0` x+ ax0x2
)∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(m) · |x|3 and φ1(x) = λx0` x+ ax0x2.
In fact, making the substitution x =
λx0
ax0`



















































dx1 ≤ C ′(m) · ln(`)
for some constant C
′
(m) > 0.



















|2(Dφ(y))2 − φ(y) ·D2φ(y)|
|φ(y)|3 dydθdx.




(m) > 0 such that if y ∈ (tn, tn−1),
then


























































































for some constant C(m) > 0. The last inequality follows from Lemma 5.3 and
Lemma 5.4, i.e.
∑∞




i ≤ C2(m) for some constant



























∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(m) · (nλ2x0`2 + ln(`)
)







∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(m) · (nλ2x0`2 + ln(`)
)
for all n ≥ 0 and some constant C(m) > 0.











for all n ≥ 0, where∣∣∣∣ψ(x)− (λx0` x− ax0x2
)∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(m) · |x|3 and ψ1(x) = λx0` x− ax0x2,
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(1− x1)2dx1 ≤ C(m)
for some constants C
′
(m), C(m) > 0 which depend only on m.



















∣∣∣∣2(Dψ(y))2 − ψ(y) ·D2ψ(y)(ψ(y))3
∣∣∣∣ dydθdx.
If y ∈ (xˆi, xˆi−1), then there exists some constant C ′(m) > 0 such that


































































































∣∣∣∣ ≤ C ′′′′(m) · (nλ2x0`2 + 1
)
,
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∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(m) · (nλ2x0`2 + 1
)









∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(m) · (nλ2x0`2 + ln(`)
)
.










∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(m) · (λ2x0 + ln(`)) .




















































































∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C ′′(m) · ln(`)`
for some constant C
′′
(m) > 0.
Estimate the upper bound of t`2 , xˆ`2 and ln(t`2/xˆ`2). Recall the definition of
t`2 = Φ
`2(t0) = x0−G`2(v1) = x0−v1+2`2 and xˆ`2 = Ψ`2(xˆ0) = G`2(ξ0)−x0 = ξ2`2−x0.
































Figure 5.2: The Estimation of |ξ0 − x0|
for some constant κ = κ(m) > 0. That means [−w0, w0] contains an eκ(m)`−scaled



































































Since t`2 = x0 − v1+2`2 = z`0 − (z0 − x)` and xˆ`2 = ξ2`2 − x0 = (z0 + y)` − z`0, by
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z`0 − (z0 − x)`
=
` · η`−11 · y









z`0 − (z0 − x)`
=
` · η`−11 · y
` · η`−12 · x
≤ (z0 + y)
`−1



























for some constant C
′′











































tn−1 − ax0t2n−1 +O(t2n−1)















for some constant κ1(m) > 0, when ` is sufficiently large enough, so



























for some constants κ1(m), C
′























for some constants C
′′′





∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C ′(m) · ln(`)` .
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Since t0 > 0 is a constant which depends only on m,∣∣∣∣∣∣ln xˆ0λx0ax0` − xˆ0
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C ′′(m) · ln(`)`
for some constant C
′′




the Taylor series of ln x
1−x at 1/2, we get |x2 − 0.5| ≤ C1(m) ln(`)/`, i.e.∣∣∣∣xˆ0 − λx02ax0`
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(m) · ln(`)`2
for some constant C(m) > 0 which depends only on m, where xˆ0 = |ξ0 − x0|.
5.1.4 The Function Υ(x)
In this section, we will estimate the upper bound of
∑∞
n=0(w − G−n(ξ0)). Define
two functions Υ(x) and υ(x) as follows: Υ(x) = w − G−1(w − x) = x − υ(x), i.e.
υ(x) = x − w + G−1(w − x). From Proposition 3.5, the Taylor series of G−1(x) at






















The initial point is x
′
0 = |w − ξ0| = |w − x0| − |ξ0 − x0| = λx02ax0` ±O(
ln(`)
`2
). i.e.∣∣∣∣x′0 − λx02ax0`
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(m) ln(`)`2































∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(m)` .



































































































for some constant C(m) > 0.





0) for all n ≥ 1. From
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∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2C(m)` .


































5.2 Proof of the Main Theorem
Now, let us begin to prove the main theorem in the thesis.
Theorem 5.10. For any integer m ≥ 2, there exists `0(m) <∞ with the following
property. Let H(x) be the solution of the fixed point equation with combinatorial
type (2m+ 1, 1) and critical order `. Then the drift ϑ(`) > 0 when the critical order
` ≥ `0(m).
Proof. From Proposition 4.6, Lemma 5.3 and Lemma 5.9, the lower bound of the
drift is
ϑ(`) ≥ ln `
C1(m)
− C1(m)
for some constant C1(m) > 1 which depends only onm. It is obvious that lim`→∞ ϑ(`) =
+∞, which means the wild Cantor attractor exists.
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AppendixA
The Construction of Equations
A.1 Existence and Properties of Maps with Com-
binatorial Type (2m + 1, 1)
Definition A.1. Let I ⊂ R be a compact interval then we say that f : I → I is a
unimodal map if a piecewise monotone map f has precisely one turning point c and
f(∂I) ⊂ ∂I.
The first construction of Fibonacci unimodal maps was done by Lyubich and Mil-
nor in [55]. In [76], Nowicki and Van Strien have already constructed the unimodal
Fibonacci maps, which has combinatorial type (2, 1). By similar considerations,
for any integer m ≥ 1, we can construct unimodal maps with combinatorial type
(2m + 1, 1) easily. For simplicity, we define xn to be f
n(x) and I = [−1, 1]. Let us
start by taking a unimodal even map f0 : I → I, and c = 0 is a minimal point of
f0. Assume that f0 has an orientation reversing fixed point q, that means c1 < c.
Assume that c2 ∈ (qˆ, 1) and c3 ∈ (c, qˆ), where qˆ denotes the symmetric point of q
with respect to the original point 0. Now we shall modify f0 in the interval (q, qˆ)
repeatedly such that it satisfies our needs.
For any integer m ≥ 1, define S0 = 1, S1 = 2, S2 = 3 and Sn = Sn−1 + 2mSn−2
for all n ≥ 3. Define u1 = qˆ and consider the first return map R2 of f0 to the interval
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uˆ1 uˆ2 c u2 u1
f 2 = fS1 f 3 = fS2 f 2 = fS1
︸ ︷︷ ︸︸ ︷︷ ︸︸ ︷︷ ︸
︸ ︷︷ ︸U22 U02 U12
U2
Figure A.1: The first return map on U2
U2 = (q, qˆ) = (uˆ1, u1). Since c3 ∈ U2, the first return map contains three branches:
two diffeomorphic ones U12 , U
2
2 where the return time is equal to S1 = 2, where U
1
2
and U22 are symmetric, the central branch is has a turning point c = 0 with the
return time S2 = 3.
Now we modify f0 on the central interval U
0
2 and call the new map f1. Modify
f0 on the central interval such that f0(c), f
1
0 (c), · · ·, f 2m−10 (c) ∈ U12 and f 2m0 (c) ∈ U02 .
We continue with the construction inductively, assume the map fn, intervals
Un = (uˆn−1, un−1), U1n = (un, xn), U
0
n = (vˆn, vn), and the first return map Rn :
(U0n, U
1
n)→ Un are already constructed for all n < N . Here we label these points un,
xn, vn are always on the right hand side of 0 and un ∈ (0, xn). We can also assume
that




• Rn(U0n) ⊃ U0n;
• Rn(c) is contained in the other set U1n and we have complete freedom where to
replace Rn(c) in U
1




n (c) ∈ U0n.















































































Figure A.2: The first return map Rn : U
0
n ∪ U1n → Un
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Now we begin to construct the first return map RN : U
0
N ∪ U1N → UN . Let
UN = (uˆn−1, un−1) and RN be the first return map to UN . Then define two symmetric
intervals U1N , U
2
N ⊂ U0N−1 on which RN coincides with RN−1 and which are mapped
diffeomorphically by RN onto UN . We can also modify the central branch of fN−1
such that RN(U
0
N) ⊃ U0N , RN(c), · · ·, R2m−1N (c) ∈ U1N and R2mN (c) ∈ U0N . Let us call
the modifies function fN and assume U
1
N = (uN , xN) and U
0
N = (vˆN , vN), where uN
and vN are positive and uN ∈ (0, xN). It is easy to see that U0N ∪U1N ⊂ U0N−1 ⊂ UN .
In this way, for any integer m ≥ 1, we have already shown that how to construct
a topological version of a unimodal map with combinatorial type (2m + 1, 1). Of
course, this construction only gives a continuous map. Now from the lemma below,
one can find real polynomials with the same combinatorial types, which is similar
to the Lemma 2.1 in [76].
Lemma A.1. Consider a family of C1 unimodal maps gt : [−1, 1] → [−1, 1] such
that g0 has no periodic points of period > 1 and g1 is surjective. Then there exists
a parameter t
′
such that g = gt′ is a map with combinatorial type (2m+ 1, 1).
In particular, for any integer m ≥ 1 and even integer ` ≥ 2, there exists t ∈ R
such that a map in the family type z 7→ z` + t has combinatorial type (2m+ 1, 1).
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.1 in [76]. This follows immedi-
ately from the fullness of such families, see for example Section II.4 in [19]. Indeed,
this fullness result implies that there exists such a parameter t
′
such that gt′ has
the same kneading invariant as the map constructed above with combinatorial type
(2m+ 1, 1).
A.2 Topological Properties of the Map with Com-
binatorial Type (2m + 1, 1)
Recall the definition of the sequence {Sk}: S0 = 1, S1 = 2, S2 = 3 and Sn =
Sn−1 + 2mSn−2 for all n ≥ 3. Define Un = (uˆn−1, un−1), U0n = (vˆn, vn), U1n = (un, xn)


















































































Figure A.3: fSn−1 on [un, xn]


































Figure A.4: fSn−1 on [c, zn−1]
and Rn : U
0
n ∪ U1n → Un be the two branches of the return map as above and the
critical point of Rn is 0 ∈ U0n. For simplicity, let
dn = f
Sn(c), dfn = f(dn) for all n ≥ 1.
Lemma A.2. A map f : I → I with combinatorial type (2m + 1, 1) satisfies the
following properties. For all n ≥ 1, assume that [c, wn] is the maximal monotone
interval of fSn, where wn > 0.
(1) fS1 is monotone on [c, u1], i.e. u1 ∈ (wˆ1, w1) and fS1 : [c, w1] → [d1, c1].
Moreover, w1 = z0 where f(z0) = c and z0 > 0.
(2) fS2 is monotone on [c, u2], i.e. u2 ∈ (wˆ2, w2) and fS2 : [c, w2] → [d2, c1].
Moreover, w2 = z1 where f
S1(z1) = c and z1 > 0.
(3) For n ≥ 1, fS2n+1 is not monotone on [c, u2n+1]. i.e. w2n+1 ∈ (uˆ2n+1, u2n+1)
and fS2n+1 : [c, w2n+1] → [d2n+1, c1]. For n ≥ 2, fS2n is not monotone on [c, u2n].
i.e. w2n ∈ (uˆ2n, u2n) and fS2n : [c, w2n] → [d2n, fS2(d2)], where fS2(d2) < 0. For all
n ≥ 3, f (2m−1)Sn+Sn+1(wn+2) = wn.
Proof. (1) Assume z0 > 0 is the pre image of c under the map f , then [c, z0] is the
maximal monotone interval of f 2 = fS1 , z0 ∈ (c, c2), and fS1 : [c, z0]→ [c2, c1].
(2) Similarly, assume z1 satisfying f
S1(z1) = f
2(z1) = c, then [c, z1] is the maxi-
mal monotone interval of f 3 = fS2 , and fS2 : [c, z1]→ [c3, c1].
(3) Now, we calculate the maximal monotone interval [c, w3] of f
S3 .
[c, u3]
fS2−−−→ [d2, u2] f
S1−−−→ [fS1(d2), u1] f
S1−−−→ [f 2S1(d2), uˆ1] ⊃ [f 2S1(d2), c]
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[f 2S1(d2), c]
fS1−−−→ [f 3S1(d2), d1] ⊃ [f 3S1(d2), z0] f
S1−−−→ [f 4S1(d2), c1] ⊃ [f 4S1(d2), c]
[f 4S1(d2), c]
fS1−−−→ [f 5S1(d2), d1] ⊃ [f 5S1(d2), z0] f
S1−−−→ [f 6S1(d2), c1] ⊃ [f 6S1(d2), c]
[f 6S1(d2), c]
fS1−−−→ [f 7S1(d2), d1] ⊃ [f 7S1(d2), z0] f
S1−−−→ [f 8S1(d2), c1] ⊃ [f 8S1(d2), c]
By induction, and S3 = S2 + 2mS1 (m ≥ 2), we know fS3 : [c, w3] → [d3, c1] and
w3 ∈ (uˆ3, u3), where [c, w3] is the maximal monotone interval of fS3 .
Now, we calculate the maximal monotone interval [c, w4] of f
S4 .
[c, u4]
fS3−−−→ [d3, u3] f
S2−−−→ [fS2(d3), u2] f
S2−−−→ [f 2S2(d3), uˆ1] ⊃ [f 2S2(d3), c]
[f 2S2(d3), c]
fS2−−−→ [f 3S2(d3), d2] f
S2−−−→ [f 4S2(d2), fS2(d2)] ⊃ [f 4S2(d3), c]
[f 4S2(d3), c]
fS2−−−→ [f 5S2(d3), d2] f
S2−−−→ [f 6S2(d3), fS2(d2)] ⊃ [f 6S2(d3), c]
[f 6S2(d3), c]
fS2−−−→ [f 7S2(d3), d2] f
S2−−−→ [f 8S2(d3), fS2(d2)] ⊃ [f 8S2(d3), c]
By induction, and S3 = S2 + 2mS1, we know f
S4 : [c, w4] → [d4, fS2(d2)] and
w4 ∈ (uˆ4, u4), where [c, w4] is the maximal monotone interval of fS4 .
By induction, assume fS2n−1 : [c, w2n−1] → [d2n−1, c1] and fS2n : [c, w2n] →
[d2n, f
S2(d2)], where w2n−1 ∈ (uˆ2n−1, u2n−1) and w2n ∈ (uˆ2n, u2n). First, we calculate
the maximal monotone interval [c, w2n+1] of f
S2n+1 .
[c, w2n]
fS2n−−−→ [d2n, fS2(d2)] ⊃ [d2n, c]
fS2n−1−−−−→ [fS2n−1(dn), d2n−1] ⊃ [fS2n−1(dn), w2n−1]
fS2n−1−−−−→ [f 2S2n−1(d2n), c1] ⊃ [f 2S2n−1(d2n), c]
fS2n−1−−−−→ [f 3S2n−1(d2n), d2n−1] ⊃ [f 3S2n−1(d2n), w2n−1]
fS2n−1−−−−→ [f 4S2n−1(d2n), c1] ⊃ [f 4S2n−1(d2n), c]
fS2n−1−−−−→ [f 5S2n−1(d2n), d2n−1] ⊃ [f 5S2n−1(d2n), w2n−1]
fS2n−1−−−−→ [f 6S2n−1(d2n), c1] ⊃ [f 6S2n−1(d2n), c]
fS2n−1−−−−→ [f 7S2n−1(d2n), d2n−1] ⊃ [f 7S2n−1(d2n), w2n−1]
fS2n−1−−−−→ [f 7S2n−1(d2n), c1] ⊃ [f 8S2n−1(d2n), c]
By induction, and S2n+1 = S2n + 2mS2n−1, we know fS2n+1 : [c, w2n+1]→ [d2n+1, c1]
and w2n+1 ∈ (uˆ2n+1, u2n+1). From above, we can also get f (2m−1)S2n−1+S2n(w2n+1) =
w2n−1.
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Second, we calculate the monotone interval [c, w2n+2] of f
S2n+2 .
[c, w2n+1]
fS2n+1−−−−→ [d2n+1, c1] ⊃ [d2n+1, c]
fS2n−−−→ [fS2n(d2n+1), d2n] ⊃ [fS2n(d2n+1), w2n]
fS2n−−−→ [f 2S2n(d2n+1), fS2(d2)] ⊃ [f 2S2n(d2n+1), c]
fS2n−−−→ [f 3S2n(d2n+1), d2n] ⊃ [f 3S2n(d2n+1), w2n]
fS2n−−−→ [f 4S2n(d2n+1), fS2(d2)] ⊃ [f 4S2n(d2n+1), c]
fS2n−−−→ [f 5S2n(d2n+1), d2n] ⊃ [f 5S2n(d2n+1), w2n]
fS2n−−−→ [f 6S2n(d2n+1), fS2(d2)] ⊃ [f 6S2n(d2n+1), c]
fS2n−−−→ [f 7S2n(d2n+1), d2n] ⊃ [f 7S2n(d2n+1), w2n]
fS2n−−−→ [f 8S2n(d2n+1), fS2(d2)] ⊃ [f 8S2n(d2n+1), c]
By induction, S2n+2 = S2n+1 + 2mS2n, we know f
S2n+2 : [c, w2n+2]→ [d2n+2, fS2(d2)]
and [c, w2n+2] ⊆ [c, u2n+2]. From above, we can also get f (2m−1)S2n+S2n+1(w2n+2) =
w2n. That means for all n ≥ 3, we get f (2m−1)Sn+Sn+1(wn+2) = wn.
Lemma A.3. For n ≥ 3, there exists tfn < cf such that fSn−1 is a diffeomorphism
on (tfn, c
f ). Moreover, fSn−1 : (tfn, c
f )→ (dn−2, dn).
Proof. First, we consider the case n = 3. S3 = S2 + 2mS1.
f : [−1, c1]→ [1, c2],
f : [1, c2]→ [1, c3],
f : [1, c3]→ [1, c4] and c4 = f(c3) < c,
f : [c, c4]→ [c1, c5] and c5 = fS2(d1) > c,
f : [c, c5]→ [c1, c6] and c6 = f(c5) < c,
f : [c1, c6]→ [c2, c7] and c7 = f 2S1(d2) > c,
f : [c2, c7]→ [c3, c8] and c8 = f(c7) < c,
f : [c, c8]→ [c1, c9] and c9 = f 3S1(d2) > c,
f : [c, c9]→ [c1, c10] and c10 = f(c9) < c,
f : [c1, c10]→ [c2, c11] and c11 = f 4S1(d2) > c,
f : [c2, c11]→ [c3, c12] and c12 = f(c11) < c,
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f : [c, c12]→ [c1, c13] and c13 = f 5S1(d2) > c,
f : [c, c13]→ [c1, c14] and c14 = f(c13) < c,
f : [c1, c14]→ [c2, c15] and c15 = f 6S1(d2) > c.
By induction and S3 = S2 + 2mS1, we can easily know that f
S3−1 : [tf3 , c
f ] →
[c2, d3] = [d1, d3]. Second, by induction, assume f
Sn−1 : [tfn, c
f ] → [dn−2, dn]. Since
[zn−1, dn] ⊆ [dn−2, dn],
[zn−1, dn]
fSn−1−−−→ [c, fSn−1(dn)] f
Sn−1−−−→ [dn−1, f 2Sn−1(dn)] ⊃ [zn−1, f 2Sn−1(dn)]
fSn−1−−−→ [c, f 3Sn−1(dn)] f
Sn−1−−−→ [dn−1, f 4Sn−1(dn)] ⊃ [zn−1, f 4Sn−1(dn)]
By induction and Sn+1 − 1 = (Sn − 1) + 2mSn−1, we can easily know fSn+1−1 :
[tfn+1, c
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Figure A.5: The Maximal Monotone Interval [tfn, w
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Bounded Geometry and Renormalization
Result
B.1 Hyperbolic Geometry and Schwarz Lemma
The following concepts and lemmas are from [19] and [76]. Let J ⊆ R be an interval,
CJ = (C \ R) ∪ J and H be the upper half plane. That means the set CJ is the
complex plane slitted in two infinitely rays on the real line. From Riemann Mapping
Theorem, CJ is conformal to the unit disc D or the upper half plane H.
Define D(J ;α) as the union of two Euclidean discs, symmetric to each other
with respect to the real axis, whose boundaries intersect at the boundary point of
J , and these discs intersect the positive real axis at an angle α. In particular, if
α = pi/2, then we can define D∗(J) = D(J ; pi/2), i.e. D∗(J) is the symmetric disc
with respect to the real axis and intersects the real line in ∂J with angle pi/2.
Lemma B.1 (Schwarz Lemma). Let I, J ⊆ R be two intervals. If G : CI → CJ is
a univalent map which maps I diffeomorphically onto J , then G(D∗(I)) ⊆ D∗(J).
In particular, let F : C → C be a real polynomial map whose critical points are
on the real line and which maps I diffeomorphically onto J , then there exists a set
D ⊆ D∗(I) with D ∩ R = I which is mapped diffeomorphically by F onto D∗(J).
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Proof. See Lemma 4.1 in [76].
A set D ⊆ C contains a τ−scaled neighbourhood of a disc D′ with centre x and
radius r means D contains the disc with the same centre of D
′
with radius (1 + τ)r.
Lemma B.2 (Complex Koebe Principle). Assume a domain D1 ⊆ C contains a
τ−scaled neighbourhood of the disc D2 ⊆ C. Then there exists a constant C(τ) > 1
which depends only on τ such that for any univalent function f : D1 → C, one has
1
C(τ)
≤ |Df(x)||Df(y)| ≤ C(τ)
for all x, y ∈ D2.
Proof. See Lemma 4.2 in [76].
B.2 Bounded Geometry
As a preparation for the proof of the renormalization result, we shall recall the
following concepts and theorems in this section. If the reader wants to get more
details, please see Section 3 of Chapter VI. in [19] or section 5 in [76].
Definition B.1. A presentation of a Cantor set C is a decreasing collection Fn ⊇
Fn+1 of closed sets such that
(1) each Fn is a finite union of closed intervals whose boundary points are in C;
(2) each connected component of Fn contains the same number an of connected
components of Fn+1;
(3) ∩∞n=0Fn = C.
Each component of Fn is called an interval of generation n and each component
of Fn\Fn+1 is called a gap of generation n+ 1.
Definition B.2. We say that the presentation {Fn : n = 0, 1, 2, ...} of the Cantor
set C has bounded geometry if there exists 0 < λ < µ < 1 such that if I is an
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interval of generation n and J ⊆ I is either an interval of generation n+ 1 or a gap
of generation n+ 1 then
0 < λ <
|J |
|I| < µ < 1.
It follows from the above definition that if the presentation {Fn : n = 0, 1, 2, ...} of
C has bounded geometry then it has bounded combinatorics, namely, the number
an of components of Fn+1 in each component of Fn is bounded independent of n.
Lemma B.3. Let {F (i)n : n = 0, 1, 2, ...} be presentation of bounded geometry of
the Cantor sets C(i) ⊆ R, i = 1, 2. Suppose that these presentations have the same
combinatorics, i.e. the number of components of F
(i)
n+1 in each component of F
(i)
n does
not depend on i. Then there exists a quasiconformal homeomorphism h : C → C
which is symmetric and maps C(1) onto C(2).
Proof. See Section VI.3 in [19].
Theorem B.4. For any integer m ≥ 1, there exists an integer `0(m) ≥ 4 with the
following property. Let f be a real unimodal map with combinatorial type (2m+1, 1),
Sf < 0 and a critical point of order ` ≥ `0. Then ω(c) has bounded geometry.
Moreover, there exists K < ∞ and n0 such that for each n, k ≥ n0 there exists a
quasiconformal homeomorphism h : C→ C which conjugates the first return map of
Rn : ω(c)∩Un → ω(c)∩Un to Rk : ω(c)∩Uk → ω(c)∩Uk. This map h is symmetric
with respect to the real line and h preserves the orientation on the real line for all
n, k ≥ n0.
Proof. From Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 3.4 in [19], it follows that the size of the
intervals U0k , U
1
k and also of the components of Uk−1 \ (U0k ∪U1k ) are the same up to a
multiplicative constant. Now take 0 ≤ i < k. Since the map fSk−i : U1k−i+1 → Uk−i
extends to a diffeomorphism onto W , where W contains a ρ(`)−scaled neighbour-
hood of Uk−i, the real Koebe Principle implies that the map fSk−i : U1k−i → Uk−1
has a bounded distortion K1(`,m). Hence, the size of the components of Fk and of
Fk−1 \ Fk are all of the same order as the component of Fk−1 which contains them.
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Finally, each component of Fk contains exactly two components of Fk−1 and Fi+k∩Uk
consists of 2i components. Therefore, there exists a K(`,m)−quasiconformal home-
omorphism h which is symmetric with respect to the real line which for each i ≥ 0
sends the j−th component of Fi+n ∩ Un to the j−th component of Fi+m ∩ Um.
Rn : U
0
n ∪ U1n → Un and Rm : U0m ∪ U1m → Um are conjugate and the conjugacy is
from Un ∩ ω(c) to Um ∩ ω(c).
B.3 Quasiconformal rigidity of the return maps;
renormalization result
Definition B.3. Let D0, D1, D be topological discs bounded by smooth curves and
such that D0 ∩D1 = ∅ and D0 ∪D1 ⊆ D. Then
R : (D0 ∪D1)→ D
is `−polynomial-like if R|D1 is a univalent map onto D and R|D0 : D0 → D is a
`−fold covering map, i.e. R : D0 → D is surjective and the composition of a map
of the type z 7→ z` (up to translation) and a conformal map onto I. The map R
is called unbranched if all R-iterates of the critical point of R|D0 are contained in
D0 ∪D1.
Proposition B.5. For any fixed integer m ≥ 1, there exists `0(m) ≥ 4 with the
following properties., Let f be a polynomial map with combinatorial type (2m+ 1, 1)
and a critical point of even order ` ≥ `0(m). Let Rn : U0n ∪ U1n → Un be the
first return map as mentioned above. Let Rn also denote the complex extension of
this first return map to the topological disc Dn, where Dn ∩ R = Un. Then Rn is
polynomial-like for n sufficiently large: there exist topological discs D0n, D
1
n ⊆ Dn
which are symmetric with respect to the real axis, and D0n ∩ R = U0n, D1n ∩ R = U1n
such that Rn : D
0
n ∪ D1n → Dn is a complex extension of the first return map
Rn : U
0
n ∪ U1n → Un. Moreover, the modulus of the topological disc Dn \ (D0n ∪D1n)
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Figure B.1: The complex extension of the first map Rn : U
0
n ∪ U1n → Un
with two holes is bounded from above and below: for each ` ≥ `0(m) there exist
constants C1(`,m), C2(`,m) such that for n sufficiently large enough,
C1(`,m)diam(Dn) ≤ dist(∂Dn, ∂D0n), dist(∂Dn, ∂D1n), dist(∂D0n, ∂D1n) ≤ C2(`,m)diam(Dn).
Moreover, Rn|D0n = fSn and Rn|D1n = fSn−1.
Proof. The proposition can be derived from the main theorem in [46].
In this section, we will prove that a renormalization result: up to rescaling the
return mapsRn : U
0
n∪U1n → Un has one limit. Let f : [−1, 1]→ [−1, 1] be a unimodal
map with combinatorial type (2m+ 1, 1). Let Un = (uˆn−1, un−1), U0n = (vˆn, vn) and
U1n = (un, xn). As before, Rn : U
0
n ∪ U1n → Un be the restriction of the first return
map.
Theorem B.6 (Renormalization Result for Combinatorial Type (2m + 1, 1)). For
any fixed integer m ≥ 1, there exists an integer `0(m) ≥ 4 with the following property.
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Figure B.2: The construction of the polynomial-like map
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Fix an ever integer ` ≥ `0(m). Let f : [−1, 1] → [−1, 1] be a polynomial unimodal
map with critical order ` and combinatorial type (2m+1, 1). Let Rn : U
0
n∪U1n → Un
be as above, and ψn : Un → [−1, 1] be the affine rescaling map. Then the sequence
{ψn ◦Rn ◦ ψ−1n }n≥0 converges in C∞ topology.
Theorem B.7. Let m be a positive integer. Assume f is a real unimodal polynomial
with combinatorial type (2m + 1, 1) and for sufficiently large critical order `, there
exists a constant K(`,m) < ∞ with the following properties. Assume that Rn :
D0n ∪D1n → Dn are the polynomial-like mappings from the previous parts. Then for
sufficiently large n, k, these maps Rn, Rk are K(`,m)−quasi-conformally conjugate.









m by R˜, D˜, D˜
0, D˜1.
Here, we shall use the pullback method in [19]. That means, from the above section,
there is a quasi-conformal conjugacies between Rn : Un ∩ ω(c) → Un ∩ ω(c) to
Rk : Uk ∩ω(c)→ Uk ∩ω(c) . We want to pull back to a quasi-conformal conjugacies
between
Rn : Un ∩ f−j(ω(c)) → Un ∩ f−j(ω(c))
and
Rk : Uk ∩ f−j(ω(c)) → Uk ∩ f−j(ω(c))
from j = 1 to∞. From above section, for sufficiently large ` and n ≥ n0(`), ω(c)∩Un
has bounded geometry. Moreover, for each sufficiently large even integer `, there
exists a uniform constant K(`) < ∞ such that h : C → C is a K−quasi-conformal
mapping which conjugates
R = Rn : ω(c) ∩Dn → ω(c) ∩Dn
to
R˜ = Rk : ω(c) ∩Dk → ω(c) ∩Dk.
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Here h is symmetric with respect to the real line. Now, we want to change h to a
new map h0 such that h0 satisfies the following properties:
• it maps ∂D, ∂D0, ∂D1 diffeomorphically to ∂D˜, ∂D˜0, ∂D˜1;
• it conjugates R : (∂D0 ∪ ∂D1)→ ∂D to R˜ : (∂D˜0 ∪ ∂D˜1)→ ∂D˜;
• h0 is symmetric with respect to the real line, i.e. h0(z) = h0(z).
This means that h0 is a conjugacy between the fundamental domainsD\(D0∪D1)
and D˜ \ (D˜0 ∪ D˜1). Since the boundaries of the these sets are smooth curves, we
can choose h0 such that it is K
′−quasi-conformal. The number K ′ = K ′(`) < ∞,
which depends only on ` and independent on sufficiently large m and n.
Now we can define inductively a sequence of K
′−quasiconformal hi such that
• R˜ ◦ hi+1 = hi ◦R,
• hi+1 = hi on {x : Rjn(x) 6∈ D0 ∪D1 for some j = 0, 1, ..., i},
• hi conjugates R and R˜ along the critical orbits.
Assume by induction that we have already constructed hi. Since hi maps the
critical value v of R to the critical value v˜ of R˜, there exist a unique lifting of hi to
a map hi+1 : C→ C, i.e. R˜ ◦hi+1 = hi ◦R and hi+1 : D0 → D˜0 and hi+1 : D1 → D˜1.
Moreover, hi+1 is symmetric with respect to the real axis and with the same
orientation of hi on the real axis R. Since hi is a quasi-conformal map and the
other maps are conformal, it follows that hi+1 is quasi-conformal with the same
quasi-conformal distortion as hi. On the other hand, since hi coincides with h0 on
D \ (D0 ∪ D1) and h0 conjugates R with R˜ on the boundaries of D0 ∪ D1 we see
that hi+1 coincides with h0 on the boundary of D
0 ∪D1. Hence it can be extended
continuously to D by setting it equal to h0 on D\(D0∪D1). This extension is quasi-
conformal and has the same quasi-conformal distortion as hi because ∂D
0 ∪ ∂D1 is
smooth. Now we claim that hi+1 is a conjugacy from the critical orbit of R to the
critical orbit of R˜. This follows because, by induction, hi has this property and
because R has the same combinatorial type as R˜. The third statement is true since
hi+1 and hi have the same orientation on the real axis R. i.e. hi+1 conjugates R and
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R˜ along the critical orbits.
Claim. The sequence {hi}i≥0 converges uniformly to a quasi-conformal home-
omorphism h which is a conjugacy between R and R˜. Indeed, let K be the quasi-
conformal distortion of h0. Since all maps hi are K−quasi-conformal, and the set
of K−quasi-conformal homeomorphisms is compact, we see that there are subse-
quences that converges uniformly on any compact subsets. On the other hand, since
hi+1 is equal to hi outside of R
−i(D) we see that any two limits of convergent sub-
sequences must coincide in the complement of the filled Julia set of R. The claim
follows because the filled in Julia of R has empty interior, since the minimality of
the orbit of the critical point and the critical point is not periodic.
Theorem B.8. For each integer m ≥ 1, there exists `0(m) ≥ 4 with the following
property. For each even integer ` ≥ `0(m) one has the following properties.
(1) For each even integer ` there exists a unique parameter c1 ∈ R such that
F (z) = z` + c1 has combinatorial type (2m+ 1, 1) dynamics.
(2) There are no measurable invariant line fields on J(F ).
(3) There exists a sequence of discs Dn and relatively compact topological discs
D0n, D
1
n in Dn such that the maps
Rn : D
0
n ∪D1n → Dn
defined for z ∈ D0n ∪D1n by
Rn(z) = {fk(z) : k > 0 is minimal with fk(z) ∈ Dn}
converge - up to scaling - as n →∞.
Proof. [Proof of Part 1] See Chapter VI. Theorem 4.2.a in [19]. First, the kneading
invariant of z` + c1 depends monotonically on c1 ∈ R. If [c1, c˜1] is the maximal
interval of parameters with this kneading invariant, the, by the Measurable Riemann
Mapping Theorem, there exists a family Hu, u ∈ [c1, c˜1] of quasi-conformal mapping
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such that Hu ◦ f ◦ H−1u if of the from f(z) = z` + ω(u) with ω(c1) = c1 and
ω(c2) = c2. Moreover, by the theorem of Ahlfors and Bers, u 7→ ω(u) is analytic
on a neighbourhood of [c1, c2] ⊆ C and so the image of ω contains c1 and c2 in its
interior. Hence for each t ∈ R near [c1, c2], the map z 7→ z` + t is also conjugate to
z` + c1. This contradicts the maximality of the interval [c1, c˜1]. Therefore, c1 = c˜1.
i.e. there exists a unique parameter c1 ∈ R such that F (z) = z` + c1 satisfying the
combinatorial type.
[Proof of Part 2] The fact that there is no measurable line field on the Julia set
of f follows as the Corollary on page 472 of [19].
[Proof of Part 3] See Section 6 in [76]. From above, we know there exists n0 such
that for all n ≥ n0, there exist two topological discs D0n and D1n such that
Rn : D
0
n ∪D1n → Dn
is a polynomial-like map. i.e. Rn|D0n is a covering map with branch point c = 0,
Rn|D1n is a univalent function with Rn(c), R2n(c), · · ·, R2mn (c) ∈ D1n and R2m+1n (c) ∈
D0n. So fix n ≥ n0 and write A00 = D0n, A10 = D1n, A0 = Dn and R = Rn. From the
polynomial-like map,
R : (A00 ∪ A10)→ A0,
we can define the renormalization operator R as follows:
R(R) : (A01 ∪ A11)→ A1 = A00
Take A11 as the inverse of A
0
0 under the `−fold covering map R : A00 → A0 which
intersects with the positive x−axis. Take A01 as the inverse of A00 under the map
(R|A10) ◦ (R|A10) ◦ (R|A00) along the orbit
c→ R(c) ∈ A10 → R2(c) ∈ A10 → · · · → R2m+1(c) ∈ A00.
Since f satisfies the combinatorial type (2m+ 1, 1), we can do this infinitely often.
That means
Ri(R) : (A0i ∪ A1i )→ Ai
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for all i ≥ 0, where Ai+1 = A0i for all i ≥ 0.
Step 1: The Construction of The Tower.
From the real bound theorem, there exists a number N(`) such that
Dn ⊆ D0n−N
for each n ≥ n0 + N . Note that on their restriction domain, Rn is an iteration of
Rn−N .
From the real bound theorem, for each sufficiently large fixed even integer `,
Rn : (D
0
n ∪D1n)→ Dn = D∗(uˆn−1, un−1)
is in a compact family of maps - up to scaling. Therefore, we can take a subsequence
n(j)→∞ such that - up to scaling -
Rn(j) : (D
0
n(j) ∪D1n(j))→ Dn(j) = D∗(uˆn(j)−1, un(j)−1)
converges to a map
F0 : V0 → W0 = {z : |z| < 1}
i.e. W0 is the unit disc on the complex plane. Let Λj be the scaling map which










0 which are compactly contained in
the unit disc W0 and
Λj ◦Rn(j) ◦ Λ−1j : Λj(D0n(j) ∪D1n(j))→ W0
converges to F0 : V0 → W0. Next take a subsequence of this sequence so that - up
to scaling by the map Λj -
Rn(j)−N : (D0n(j)−N ∪D1n(j)−N)→ Dn(j)−N
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converges to the map
F1 : V1 → W1.
That means, the sequence
Λj ◦Rn(j)−N ◦ Λ−1j : Λj(D0n(j)−N ∪D1n(j)−N)→ Λj(Dn(j))
converges to
F1 : V1 → W1.
Since, by the real bounds theorem, there exist 1 < κ0(`) < κ1(`) <∞ which depend
only on ` such that
1 < κ0 ≤ radius of Dn(j)−N
radius of Dn(j)
≤ κ1,
the radius of the disc W1 is in [κ0, κ1]. So taking repeatedly subsequences of subse-
quences we get that for each i ≥ 0,
Λj ◦Rn(j)−i·N ◦ Λ−1j : Λj(D0n(j)−i·N ∪D1n(j)−i·N)→ Λj(Dn(j)−i·N)
converges to a map
Fi : Vi → Wi,
where Wi are Euclidean discs and Vi contains two connected components for each
i ≥ 0. From real bound theorem, we have
1 < κ0 ≤ radius of Wi+1
radius of Wi
≤ κ1
for each i ≥ 0.
Define the filled-in Julia set of Fi as
K(Fi) = {z ∈ Vi : F ni (z) ∈ Vi for all n ≥ 0},
the Julia set as
J(Fi) = ∂K(Fi),
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is a closed set on C.
Define the map F : C→ C on the tower ⋃∞n=0 Vn as follows: take z ∈ C and let
i ≥ 0 be minimal such that z ∈ Vi, then define
F (z) = Fi(z).
Step 2: The Poincare´ Metric. Consider the Poincare´ metric dP on S = C\P .





≤ ρ ≤ C · |dz|
d(z, P )
.
Moreover, the diameter of Wi \ Vi ⊆ S is uniformly bounded.
Proof of Step 2. Let U be a hyperbolic region U in C, i.e. C \ U contains at
least three points. Let d(z, ∂U) be the Euclidean distance between z to the boundary
of U . A round annulus A = {z : r < |z − z0| < s} ⊆ U is called essential if it is not
contractible in U , whose modulus is ln(s/r). The core curve of A is the Euclidean
circle |z− z0| =
√
rs. Next, define mod(z, U) as the maximal modulus of a essential
Euclidean circle in U and whose core curve passes through z. Then the Poincare´





d(z, ∂U) · (1 +mod(z, U))
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Take U = S = C \ P . Since the post-critical set Pi has bounded geometry,
it follows that there exists a universal upper bound for the modulus of any round
annulus which is essential with respect to C\Pi and which is contained in the disc of
diameter comparable to Wi. Hence mod(z, S) is bounded from above, the inequality
of step 2 holds. From the bounded geometry and above inequality, we can get the
diameter of Wi \ Vi is uniformly bounded.
Step 3: F expands the Poincare´ Metric. Claim. There exists  > 0 and
κ > 1 such that
Fi : (Vi \ F−1i (P ))→ (Wi \ P )
expands the Poincare metric in the sense that if x, y ∈ Vi \F−1i (P ) and dP (x, y) ≤ ,
then
dp(Fi(x), Fi(y)) ≥ dp(x, y).
If Fi(x) ∈ Wi \ Vi, then
dP (Fi(x), Fi(y)) ≥ κdP (x, y),
and therefore
dP (F (x), F (y)) ≥ κdP (x, y).
Proof of Step 3: Let Si = C \ F−1i (P ) and S = C \ P . Let dP,i and dP be the
Poincare´ metric on these sets. By Schwarz lemma,
dP (x, y) ≤ dP,i(x, y).
Since the inverse of the map
Fi : (Vi \ F−1i (P ))→ (Wi \ P )
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is a holomorphic covering map. i.e. Fi is a local isometry in the sense that
dP (Fi(x), Fi(y)) = dP,i(x, y) when dP (x, y) ≤ , where  > 0 is a number which
independent of i. Hence
dP (Fi(x), Fi(y)) ≥ dP (x, y)
when dP (x, y) ≤ . Hence the first statement is true. To prove the second statement,
note that there exists a constant C < ∞, which is also independent of i such that
for any z ∈ Vi with Fi(z) ∈ Wi \ Vi,
d(z, F−1i (P )) ≤ C · d(z, P )
where d is the Eulidean metric on C. This holds because there are pre images under
Fi of Pi = P ∩Wi in the annulus Wi \Vi. That implies there exists a constant κ > 1,
which is also independent of i, such that
dP (Fi(z), Fi(w)) ≥ κ · dP (z, w)
when w is sufficiently close to z. This completes the proof of step 3.
Step 4: The set J is uniformly dense in C. Let ∆(x, t) be the hyperbolic
disc centred at x with radius t, where we take the Poincare´ metric on S = C \ P .
Claim. Given an  > 0 there exists m() with the following properties. For each
x ∈ Wk, ∆(x, ) contains x0, x1 and k0, k1 ≤ m() with
F k0(x0) = c while F





F k1(x1) = F (c) while F




In particular, ∆(x, ) ∩ J 6∈ ∅.
Proof of Step 4: Since c = 0 ∈ V 00 , we have that F (c) = F0(c) ∈ V0. For each
i ≥ 1, both c, F (c) ∈ V0 ⊆ V 0i have several pre-images under the map Fi : Vi → Wi.
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i,1 6∈ P . We can choose these points so that the Eulidean distance of
these points to the set P is of the same order of the diameter of Wi.
Let n1 be the smallest integer so that F
n1(x) ∈ Wk+1 \ Vk+1. If such an integer
n1 does not exist then F
n1(x) ∈ Jk+1 and so we are done. Otherwise F n1 contains
a disc of radius κ. Repeating in this way we get a sequence of integers n1, ..., nm
such that F ni(x) ∈ Wk+i \ Vk+i for i = 1, 2, ...,m and F nm(B) contains a disc of
radius κm. But because of the first part of the proof of this claim, this implies that
for sufficiently large m one has that F nm(B) contains a pre-image of c and of F (c)
under the map Fk+m : Vk+m → Wk+m. This conludes the proof of this claim.
Step 5: The polynomial-like map has no invariant line fields on its
Julia set. We have already proven that the Julia set of f carries no measurable
f−invariant line fields. Claim.
Ri : (D
0
i ∪D1i )→ Di
carries no measurable Ri−invariant line fields on its Julia set Ji. By contradiction
the first return map Ri has a invariant line field µ. We want to extend µ to an
f−invariant measurable line field on the subset ∪∞k=0f−k(D0i ∪D1i ) by µ = (fk)∗(µ)
on f−k(D0i ∪D1i ). First, show that µ is well defined. Assume x ∈ ∪∞k=0f−k(D0i ∪D1i )
and there exists k
′
> k with





′−k(y) and both in D0i ∪D1i .
Since Ri is a first return map, this implies that f
k
′−k is an iterate of Ri. Hence,
since µ is Ri−invariant, we have (fk
′−k)∗(µ(y
′
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and hence µ is well-defined. Hence, if we define µ to be zero outside the backward
iterates of D0i ∪ D1i then we get a f−invariant line field. It is measurable because
the original line field is measurable and because we have used a countable process
to extend its domain. This implies that the Julia set of f would carry such a line
field, which is a contradiction. Therefore, the map
Ri : (D
0
i ∪D1i )→ Di
also carries no invariant measurable line field. From above, we have already prove
thatRi is uniformly quasi-conformally conjugate, these maps are also quasi-conformally
conjugate to any limit of Ri. Therefore, the Julia set of any limit of Ri also carries
non invariant line field.
Step 6: Constructing an invariant line field if renormalization does not
hold. Take nj, n˜j, ij →∞. Let h be a quasi-conformal conjugacy between
Rnj−ij ·N : (D
0
nj−ij ·N ∪D1nj−ij ·N) → Dnj−ij ·N
and
Rn˜j−ij ·N : (D
0
n˜j−ij ·N ∪D1n˜j−ij ·N) → Dn˜j−ij ·N .
If the quasi-conformal distortion of h restricted to Dnj tends to zero as j →∞, then
taking the scaling map
Λi : Di →4
where 4 is the unit disc on the complex plane C, so the map
Λn˜j ◦ h ◦ Λ−1nj : 4→ C









∪D1n˜j) → Dn˜j ,
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it follows that if a subsequence Rnj converges to some map Rˆ (after rescaling) then
Rn˜j also tends to the same map Rˆ after rescaling. It follows that the sequence
{Rn}n≥0 is in a compact family, that means it has precisely one limit point - up to
scaling. In this case, we have proven the renormalization result.
Therefore, assume that the quasi-conformal distortion of the conjugacy h does
not tend to zero. Then let µ be the Beltrami-coefficient of some convergent sub-
sequence of conjugacies with quasi-conformal distortion bounded away from zero.
Next, let ν = ±µ/|µ| be the corresponding line field defined on the support of µ.
By assumption the support of µ has positive Lebesgue measure. Thus we get a
measurable line field ν on a set of positive Lebesgue measure in C which is invariant
under each of the maps Fi : Vi → Wi. We will show that this gives a contradiction.
Step 7: Constructing a univalent line field near c and F (c). z is called a




|B(z, t)| = 1
where B(z, t) is a disc with centre z and radius t and | · | is the Lebesgue measure
of a set. By the Lebesgue Density Theorem, almost every z ∈ E is a density point.
Moreover, if ν on C is a measurable function, then almost every z ∈ C is a point of
almost continuity of ν. This means that for each δ > 0 and almost every z ∈ C,
lim
t→0
|{y ∈ B(x, t) : |ν(y)− ν(z)| < δ}|
|B(x, t)| = 1.
So take a point z which is both a density point of the support of the Beltrami
coefficient ν as well as a point of almost continuity of ν. Since we have already
shown that the Julia set of Ri does not have an invariant line field, see Step 5, ν
vanishes on J and so we can choose z 6∈ J . Without loss of generality we can assume
z ∈ V1.
We can define a sequence of integers ki so that
F ki−1(z) ∈ Vi and zi := F ki(z) ∈ Wi \ Vi.
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Since z 6∈ J , the sequence ki exists. Now choose  > 0 such that there is a univalent
pullback by F ki from ∆(zi, 2) to a neighbourhood of z. Let Oi be the pullback of
∆(zi, ) by this map. Recall that ∆(zi, 2) is a hyperbolic disc with centre zi and
radius 2. From Step 3, the diameter of Oi is exponentially small in terms of i. Since
z is a point of almost continuity of ν, this means that the proportion of the points
y ∈ Oi for which |ν(y) − ν(z)| ≥ δ tends to zero. Define the constraint line field ν˜
on Oi by ν˜ ≡ ν(z). Next define the line field
νi = (F
ki)∗(ν˜)
on ∆(zi, ). Observe that F
ki has a uniformly bounded distortion on Oi. This
follows from the Complex Koebe Principle, since there exists a univalent extension
to ∆(zi, 2). Since ν is invariant, we have
ν = (F ki)∗(ν)
for all y ∈ ∆(zi, ) and, combining all this, it follows that for any δ > 0,
lim
i→∞
|{y ∈ ∆(zi, ) : |ν(y)− ν(z)| ≥ δ}|
|∆(zi, )| = 0.




i,1 ∈ ∆(zi, ) such that for some k0, k1 ≤ m() one has
F k0(x0) = c while F
k0−1(x0) 6∈ P
and
F k1(x1) = F (c) while F
k1−1(x1) 6∈ P.
In particular, this implies that there exists small neighbourhoods of xi,0, xi,1 which
are mapped univalently and with bounded distortion to a disc centred at c respec-
tively F (c) of radius ρ > 0. Let νˆi,0 be the line field on ∆(c, ρ) which is defined as
the push forward by the univalent maps F k0 ◦ F ki of the constant line field ν˜, that
means
νˆi,0 = (F
k0 ◦ F ki)∗(ν˜) on ∆(c, ρ).
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Similarly,
νˆi,1 = (F
k1 ◦ F ki)∗(ν˜) on ∆(F (c), ρ).
Since µ is invariant and the maps F ki have bounded distortion, we get
lim
i→∞
|{y ∈ ∆(c, ρ) : |ν(z)− vˆi,0(y)| ≥ δ}|




|{y ∈ ∆(F (c), ρ) : |ν(z)− vˆi,1(y)| ≥ δ}|
|∆(F (c), ρ)| = 0.
In other words, the restriction of µ to δ discs centred at c and at F (c) is the limit of
a sequence of line fields which are images of a constant line field under a univalent
mapping. From this it follows that the restriction of µ to these discs is actually
itself the image of a constant line field under a univalent mapping. i.e. They are
univalent line fields.
Step 8: The final contradiction showing that renormalization holds af-
ter all. The previous step implies that there are smooth foliations on a δ−neighbourhoods
of c and of F (c) such that the tangent line of leaves correspond to the line field µ on
these neighbourhoods. However, since µ is invariant under F , the image of the foli-
ation near c must coincide with the foliation near F (c). This is impossible, because
F has a critical point at c. Thus we can conclude that the assumption we made in
Step 6 that renormalization fails, leads to a contradiction.
AppendixC
The Maps with Combinatorial Type (3, 1)
In this appendix, we begin to give some partial results for unimodal maps with
combinatorial type (3, 1). The unimodal maps with combinatorial type (3, 1) are
totally different from (2m+ 1, 1) with m ≥ 2.
C.1 Construction of the equation
From the renormalization operator R(3,1), the fixed point has two branches of the
map. Denote the fixed point of R(3,1) by [f0, f1], where f0 is the central branch, f1
is the outer branch. 0 is the critical point of f0 and f1 is a diffeomorphism on its
domain. Assume f0(0) = 1 and α = f
2
1 ◦ f0(0) = f1(1).
Since [f0, f1] is the fixed point of renormalization operator R(3,1), R(3,1)([f0, f1])
has the central branch (1/α)f 21 ◦f0(αx) and the outer branch is (1/α)f0(αx). Hence,









f0(0) = 1, 0 < α < 1.
(C.1)
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f 21 ◦ f0(αx) 1αf0(αx)
Figure C.2: The Central Branch and Outer Branch of R(3,1)([f0, f1])



































Figure C.3: The Graph of f0 on [0, u0)
This implies f0(x) =
1
α2
f 20 (αf0(αx)) on (−u0, u0),
f0(0) = 1, 0 < α < 1.
(C.2)
f0(x) is an even function, and f0(x) : [0, u0) → [1,−∞) is a monotone map and
f0(z0) = 0. Let the associated map g0(x) be
g0(x) = f0(αf0(αx)),
then α2f0(x) = f0 ◦ g0(x) on [0, u0) and the commutative diagram
z0 ∈ [0, u0) g0−−−→ z0 ∈ [0, u0)yf0 yf0
0 ∈ [0,−∞) x 7→α2x−−−−→ 0 ∈ [0,−∞)
Assume E(x) = f0(x
1
` ) and H(x) = |E(x)|` = |f0(x1/`)|`.
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[0, u`0)







= α` < 1,
i.e. τ > 1. From these assumptions, we get






















Moreover, H0(0) = 1, H0(z
`
0) = 0 and H0(u
`
0) = +∞. H0(x) is a decreasing map on




0]. For simplicity, let
x0 = z
`
0, u = u
`
0.





)) for all x ∈ [0, u) with τ > 1
H(0) = 1, H(x0) = 0, H(u) = +∞.
(C.3)
H : [0, x0]→ [1, 0] is a decreasing map, H : [x0, u)→ [0,+∞) is an increasing map.
From the construction of H, H(u/τ) = u.
C.2 The property of H(x)
C.2.1 Universal Bound of τ
Theorem C.1. There exist two universal constants 1 < T1 < T2 such that 1 < T1 <
τ = τ(`) < T2 for all sufficiently large `.





































y = xH(x) = |f0(x1/`)|`
Figure C.4: The Graph of H on [0, u)
Proof. From the real bound theorem with combinatorial type (3, 1), there exists a
universal constant C > 1 such that
1− C
`
≤ α ≤ 1− 1
C`
.
Since τ = 1/α`, we obtain that τ is bounded by two universal constants T1 > 1 and
T2. i.e. 1 < T1 < τ < T2 for sufficiently large `.
C.2.2 Associated Map G(x)















Proposition C.2. Let the function G be the associated map, then G has the follow-
ing properties:
(i) G : [0, τx0] → [H(1/τ), 1] is an increasing map with only three fixed points
x0, u and H 1
τ
(x0) precisely.


















































Figure C.5: The Graph of H 1
τ










































y = xG(x) = H21
τ
(x)
Figure C.6: The Graph of G(x)
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(ii) x0 and H 1
τ
(x0) are attracting fixed points of G with multiplier τ
−2/` < 1.
The immediate basin of x0 and H 1
τ
(x0) under the iteration G are [0, u) and (u, τx0].
(iii) u is a repelling fixed point of G(x), i.e. DG(u) > 1 strictly.
Proof. (i) From the fixed point equation, it follows that
1
τ 2
H(x) = H ◦G(x) for all x ∈ [0, u].




H(x0) = H ◦G(x0)⇒ G(x0) = x0.




H(u) = H ◦G(u)⇒ G(u) = u
That means u is also a fixed point of G(x). Since the commutative diagram
x0 ∈ [0, u) G−−−→ x0 ∈ [H( 1τ ), u)yH yH
0 ∈ [0,+∞) x 7→
1
τ2
x−−−−→ 0 ∈ [0,+∞)
we get limn→∞Gn(x) = x0 for all x ∈ [0, u). Moreover, G(x) is an increasing map on
[0, u). From the graph of H 1
τ
(x), the maximal monotone interval of H 1
τ
(x) = H(x/τ)
is [0, τx0], H 1
τ
(x) is a decreasing map on [0, τx0] with unique fixed point u. From




(x) and x0 < u. That means, x0 is a periodic
point of H 1
τ
(x) with periodic 2. i.e. H 1
τ
(x0) > u is also a fixed point G(x) = H 1
τ
(x).
(ii) Assume DG(x0) = B > 0, G(x+x0) = x0+Bx+o(|x|). Since H(x) = |E(x)|`
and H(x0) = 0, H(x+ x0) = A|x|` + o(|x|`). This implies
H ◦G(x+ x0) = 1
τ 2
H(x+ x0),
H(x0 +Bx+ o(|x|)) = 1
τ 2
H(x+ x0),
AB`|x|` + o(|x|`) = 1
τ 2
(A|x|` + o(|x|`)).
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From the identity, we know the equality B` = 1/τ 2. i.e. DG(x0) = B = τ
−2/` < 1.
Hence, x0 is an attracting fixed point of G(x) with multiplier τ
−2/` < 1, and its
immediate basin is [0, u). Since G(x) = H21
τ
(x), x0 is a periodic point of H 1
τ
(x) with
periodic 2. Then the multiplier at H 1
τ
(x0) of G(x) is the same as the multiplier at




(iii) Since u is also a fixed point of G(x) and the fact that the attracting basin of
x0 is [0, u), u is a neutral or repelling fixed point of G(x). i.e. DG(u) ≥ 1. Moreover,
x0 < u < H 1
τ
(x0), x0 and H 1
τ
(x0) attracting fixed points of G, therefore, DG(u) is
strictly larger than 1.
C.3 The Estimation of |u− x0| and |H1
τ
(x0)− u|
Theorem C.3. There exist two universal constants 0 < C1 < C2 such that for all
sufficiently large `, one has
C1√
`





















(x0) ≤ x0 · (1 + C√
`
)
for some universal constant C > 0.

















)` ⇒ u ≤ x0 · e
C√
`
⇒ u ≤ x0 · (1 + C√
`
)
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for some universal constant C > 0 and sufficiently large `. Similarly,
H 1
τ
(x0) ≤ u · (1 + C√
`
)
for some universal constant C > 0 and sufficiently large `. Moreover,
H 1
τ





for some universal constant C
′
> 0 and sufficiently large `.
C.3.1 The Limit Maps H∞(x) of H`(x)
Let H`(x), G`(x), E`(x), τ` and x` denote the H(x), G(x), E(x), τ and x0 with
critical order ` respectively. From the construction of E`(x), E` : [1, 0]→ [0, x`] is a
diffeomorphism, E`(x) is in the Epstein class. Therefore, the diffeomorphisms
H` : (x`, 0)→ (0, 1)
H 1
τ`
: (τ`x`, 0)→ (0, 1)
G` : (0, τ`x`)→ (H 1
τ`
(1), 1)
are in the Epstein class. i.e.
H−1` : C(0,1) → C(x`,0)
H−11
τ`
: C(0,1) → C(τ`x`,0)
G−1` : C(H 1
τ`
(1),1) → C(0,τ`x`)
are univalent functions. Let I be an interval, recall that D∗(I) is the Euclidean disc
with diameter I. Therefore,
H−1` (D∗(0, 1)) ⊆ D∗(x`, 0)
(H 1
τ`
)−1(D∗(0, 1)) ⊆ D∗(τ`x`, 0),
G−1` (D∗(H 1τ`
(1), 1)) ⊆ D∗(0, τ`x`).
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From above, we know G−1` is a normal family on D∗(H 1τ∞
(1), 1) and (H 1
τ∞
)−1 is
also a normal family on D∗(0, 1). Moreover, assume











H`m(x) on [0, x`m),
let `m →∞, we get
H∞ ◦G∞(x) = 1
τ 2∞
H∞(x) on [0, x∞).
From above, we know u∞ = x∞ = H 1
τ∞
(x∞). G∞(τ∞x∞) = 1, G∞(x∞) = x∞ and
G∞(0) = H 1
τ∞
(0). x∞ is the only one fixed point of G∞ = H21
τ∞
with multiplier
DG∞(x∞) = 1. From the equation of H∞ and G∞, x∞ is a neutral fixed point of
G∞ whose attracting basin is (0, τ∞x∞).
From the attraction of the fixed point x∞, the Taylor series of G∞(x) at x∞ is
G∞(x) = x+ a(x− x∞)2k+1 + o(|x− x∞|2k+1)
for some constant a < 0 and k ∈ Z+.
Let H be the upper half plane and H be its closure. Since G−1` is in the Epstein
class, G−2(H) ⊆ H and G−2` (H) ⊆ H. From Denjoy-Wolff Theorem, there is at most







































G∞(x) = (H 1
τ∞
)2(x)
Figure C.7: The Graph of G∞(x)
one fixed point of G−2` on H. Similarly, there is at most one fixed point of G
−2
` on H.
On the real line, G`(x) has precisely three fixed points. From Rouche´’s Theorem,
G∞(x) has at most five fixed points on the real line. i.e. the order 2k+ 1 ≤ 5. That
means k = 1 or k = 2. The Taylor series of G∞(x) at x∞ has two cases:
G∞(x) = x+ a(x− x∞)3 + o(|x− x∞|3)
or G∞(x) = x+ a(x− x∞)5 + o(|x− x∞|5)
with some a < 0. Claim. The second case is not correct. Proof of the claim. By
contradiction, assume
G∞(x) = x+ a(x− x∞)5 + o(|x− x∞|5)
for some universal constant a < 0. Then the Taylor series of G(x) at x0 is





(x− x0)5 + o(|x− x0|5)
with b2, b3, b4 → 0 and b5 → a < 0 as ` → ∞. From above, u, x0 and H 1
τ
(x0) are
fixed points of G(x), let z1 and z2 be another two fixed points of G(x) with z1 ∈ H
and z2 ∈ H. In this case, we have z1 → x∞ and z2 → x∞ as `→∞.
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bj(x− x0)j + b5(x− x0)5 + o(|x− x0|6) = 0.
That means z1, z2, u and H 1
τ






(x− x0)j + b5(x− x0)5 + o(|x− x0|5) = 0.
This implies
|z1 − x0| · |z2 − x0| · |u− x0| · |H 1
τ
(x0)− x0| = C
′
`
for some universal constant C
′
> 0. From above,










for some universal constant C1 > 0. Hence
|z1 − x0| · |z2 − x0| = C
′
|b5| · ` ·
1





for some universal constant C2 > 0. Since a < 0 is also a universal constant, it
contradicts the properties |z1 − x0|, |z2 − x0| → 0 as `→∞. Therefore, the second
case is impossible. We have the following proposition on G∞(x).
Proposition C.5. The limit map G∞(x) satisfies the following properties:
(i) H∞ ◦G∞(x) = 1τ2∞H∞(x) on (0, x∞).
(ii) G∞(x) = H21
τ∞
(x) is an increasing map on [0, τ∞x∞].
(iii) The Taylor series of G∞(x) at x∞ is
G∞(x) = x− γ(x− x∞)3 + o(|x− x∞|3)
with γ > 0.
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C.3.2 The Lower Bound of |u− x0| and |H 1
τ
(x0)− u|
For simplicity, H(x) denotes H`(x). Recall





(x0) ≤ u · (1 + C√
`
)
for some universal constant C > 0 and sufficiently large `. Moreover,
H 1
τ





for some universal constant C
′
> 0 and sufficiently large `. Consider the Taylor
series of G(x) at the fixed point x0,
G(x) = G(x0) + (1− C
`
)(x− x0) + b2(x− x0)2 + b3(x− x0)3 + o(|x− x0|3)
⇒ G(x)− x = (x− x0) · (−C
`
+ b2(x− x0)2 + b3(x− x0)3 + o(|x− x0|3))
where b2, b3 depend only on `. Since
G∞(x) = x+ a(x− x∞)3 + o(|x− x∞|3)
with some a < 0, b2 → 0 and b3 → a as `→∞. Since G : (0, τx0)→ (H(1/τ), 1) is
in the Epstein class. From Cauchy Theorem, it follows that b2 and b3 are uniformly
bounded. i.e. There exists some universal constant M > 0 such that |b2| ≤ M and
|b3| ≤ M . From above, u and H 1
τ




+ b2 · (u− x0) + b3 · (u− x0)2 +O(|u− x0|3) = 0,
−C
`
+ b2 · (H 1
τ
(x0)− x0) + b3 · (H 1
τ
(x0)− x0)2 +O(|H 1
τ
(x0)− x0|3) = 0
Therefore,
|u− x0| · |H 1
τ
(x0)− x0| = C|b3| · ` ≥
C
M · ` ≥
K0
`
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for some universal constant K0 > 0 and sufficiently large `. Since
|H1/τ (x0)−x0|
|x0| ≤ C√` ,
|u−x0|
|x0| ≤ C√` and 1τ < x0 < u < 1 are uniformly bounded, Therefore,










for some universal constant K
′














for some universal constant K
′
> 0. That means, |u− x0|/|x0| is the order of 1/
√
`.
C.4 The Taylor Series of G(x) at x0 and u
Proposition C.6. The Taylor series of G(x) at u satisfies∣∣∣∣G(x)− (u+ (1 + λu`
)
(x− u) + bu,2(x− u)2 − γu(x− u)3 + bu,4(x− u)4
)∣∣∣∣ ≤ C|x− u|5.
The coefficients satisfies the following properties:
1
C
≤ λu, γu ≤ C, |bu,4| ≤ C√
`
, |bu,2| ≤ C√
`3
for some universal constant C > 0.
Proof. Step 1. Calculate the derivative of G(x) at u. From above, we know
|DG(u)| > 1. The Taylor series of G(x) at u is
G(x) = u+DG(u)(x− u) + bu,2(x− u)2 + bu,3(x− u)3 + o(|x− u|3)
where bu,2 → 0 and bu,3 → −γ as `→∞. Since x0 and H 1
τ
(x0) are two fixed points
of G(x), that means both of them are two roots of the equation
(DG(u)− 1) + bu,2(x− u) + bu,3(x− u)2 + o(|x− u|2) = 0.
Moreover,
|x0 − u| · |H 1
τ
(x0)− u| = |DG(u)− 1||bu,3| .
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From above, one has
C1
`
≤ |x0 − u| · |H 1
τ
(x0)− u| ≤ C2
`















Step 2. Calculate the upper bound of bu,2.
G(x) = G(u) + (1 +
λu
`
)(x− u) + bu,2(x− u)2 − γu(x− u)3 +O(|x− u|4)
= u+ (1 +
λu
`
)(x− u) + bu,2(x− u)2 − γu(x− u)3 +O(|x− u|4)
where λ and γ are positive constants. Since G(x) has three fixed points, x0, u and
H 1
τ
(x0) with 0 < x0 < u < H 1
τ
(x0), we get
G(x0) = x0 ⇒ x0 = u+ (1 + λu
`
)(x0 − u) + bu,2(x0 − u)2 − γu(x0 − u)3 +O(|x0 − u|4)
⇒ 0 = λu
`




(x0)) = H 1
τ




(x0)− u)− γu(H 1
τ








(x0)− u) + (x0 − u)
= |H 1
τ





|u− x0| − 1) · |u− x0|
Therefore, the upper bound of bu is
|bu,2| ≤ |γu| · (|H 1
τ
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for some universal constant C > 0. Since
H 1
τ








and the Taylor series of G(x) at u, we get
|H 1
τ
(x0)− u| = (1 + λu
`
) · |x0 − u|+ |bu,2| · |x0 − u|2 + γ · |x0 − u|3 +O(|x0 − u|4)
≤ (1 + λu
`

















· |x0 − u|+O












· |x0 − u| for some universal constant K > 0.
Similarly, we can get









for some universal constant K > 0. That means∣∣∣∣∣ |H 1τ (x0)− u||x0 − u| − 1
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ K`
and
∣∣∣∣∣ |x0 − u||H 1
τ
(x0)− u| − 1
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ K`
for some universal constant K > 0. From above, we know∣∣∣∣bu,2γu
∣∣∣∣ = |(H 1τ (x0)− u) + (x0 − u)| = ||H 1τ (x0)− u| − |u− x0||
=
∣∣∣∣∣ |H 1τ (x0)− u||u− x0| − 1





for some universal constants C
′
> 0. Since γ is a universal constant, we have
|bu,2| ≤ C ′′`− 32 for some universal constant C ′′ > 0. Therefore, the Taylor series of
G(x) at u is
G(x) = u+ (1 +
λu
`
)(x− u) + bu,2(x− u)2 − γu(x− u)3 +O(|x− u|4)
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where λu and γu are bounded by universal positive constants. |bu,2| ≤ C · `− 32 for
some universal constant C > 0.





assume the Taylor series of G(x) and H 1
τ
(x) at u are
G(x) = u+ (1 +
λu
`
)(x− u) + bu,2(x− u)2 − γu(x− u)3









(x− u) + au,2(x− u)2 + au,3(x− u)3
+au,4(x− u)4 + au,5(x− u)5 + o(|x− u|5)




= u+ (1 +
λu
`








































































for some universal constant C
′



























for some universal constant C
′′
> 0, since au,3 and au,4 are uniformly bounded.
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∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C` 32 ,




∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C` 32 .
for some universal constant C > 0.




+ bu,2(x0 − u)− γu(x0 − u)2 + bu,4(|x0 − u|3) + bu,5(|x0 − u|4)
⇒ γu(x0 − u)2 = λu
`
+ bu,2(x0 − u) + bu,4(|x0 − u|3) +O(|x0 − u|4)


















since |bu,2| ≤ C · `− 32 , |bu,4| ≤ C · `− 12 and |bu,5| ≤ C for some universal constant















Corollary C.8. The Taylor Series of G∞(x) at x∞ is
G∞(x) = x− γ(x− x∞)3 + b∞,5(x− x∞)5 + o(|x− x∞|5)
for some γ > 0 and b∞,5 which are bounded by universal constants.
Proof. Let ` → ∞, or precisely take the subsequence `m → ∞, we can get the
conclusion immediately.
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Corollary C.9. The Taylor series of G(x) at x0 satisfies∣∣∣∣G(x)− (x0 + (1− λx0` )(x− x0) + bx0,2(x− x0)2 − γx0(x− x0)3 + bx0,4(x− x0)4
)∣∣∣∣ ≤ C|x− x0|5.
The coefficients satisfy the following properties:








∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C` 32 , |γx0 − γu| ≤ C` , |bx0,4| ≤ C√`




∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C` 32
for some universal constant C > 0.




∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C` 32
for some universal constant C > 1. Since
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since |bu,2| ≤ C`− 32 for some universal constant C > 0.












































bu,4(x− u)4 = bu,4
(

























































bu,5(x− u)5 = bu,5
(





































































Comparing coefficients, one has









































(x− x0)5 + o(|x− x0|5)
= x0 + (1− λx0
`
)(x− x0) + bx0,2(x− x0)2 − γx0(x− x0)3 + bx0,4(x− x0)4
+bx0,5(x− x0)5 + o(|x− x0|5)
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with the following properties:







∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C` 32 ,







and |bx0,5| ≤ C
for some universal constant C > 0.





(x− u) + cu,2(x− u)2 + cu,3(x− u)3
+cu,4(x− u)4 + cu,5(x− u)5 + o(|x− u|5),









and |cu,5| ≤ C
for some universal constant C > 0.
Proof. Assume




2 − γux3 + bu,4x4 + bu,5x5 + o(|x|5),
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From direct calculation, one has

































































y = y +
(

























cu,4 · (1 + λu
`















+(cu,5 · (1 + λu
`
) + bu,2 · ( 2cu,4
1 + λu
`





















All coefficients of terms with order larger than 2 are zero, one has
























and |cu,5| ≤ C
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for some universal constant C > 0. That means the Taylor series of G−1(x) at u is





(x− u) + cu,2(x− u)2 + cu,3(x− u)3
















+cu,4(x− u)4 + cu,5(x− u)5 + o(|x− u|5).
Remark. The unimodal maps with combinatorial type (3, 1) is similar as the
Fibonacci circle maps which were studied by Levin and Swiatek in [39], [44], [45].
Using the same method as (2m + 1, 1) with m ≥ 2, we can not prove the drift of
unimodal maps with combinatorial type (3, 1) is positive.
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